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riait to tbe West.
Oo our way to tbe West we stopped
Hiiur*~y to W—1 to ♦.
off at Fergus Fall·, Minn., waiting for
the train. There was in the station
(which waa a fine, new one) a lot of boys
r SMITH.
*nd girls (young Americans) and we
i
Attorney at Law,
overheard the remark "Get off my feet,
MAINE.
it' you don't I will, and let you walk on
NORWAY,
Collection# a Specialty. them, if you want to walk on them more
•Block.
thau I do."
The people of the Pacific dislike to
itHICK A PARK.
have their feet walked on, especially b)
the Japaueee. Their corns are very
Attorneys at Law,
tender on the Jap queation, but they
MAINS,
KTMSL,
nave no objection to the Japs using their
Kllerj C. Park
too;. Κ Herrlck.
feet if they will only take them home to
Japan with them and they care little
[about bow much tbey walk on all other
American feet even to the lose of use of
American feet industrially and commercially if they will simply move them'. Main St., Norway, Me.
selves off of the Pacifio Coast altogether !
for good anu forever. The very best
thing the Japanese can do for themselves I
for their own future development, both
recent

MAINS.

NOKWAT,

riob man to even get started. Ten acres
of orange tree· or apple trees in bearing
cost about $5000, and then yon have no
house to live in. A shack will do there.
Δ fifty or a hundred acre farm with
buildings fit for a king can be bought
here for $5000. The climate of Maine
beats the world for the finest apples to
All we need to do is to wake up.
eat.

Improvement of Dairy Herds.
Every farmer i· interested in his herd
Maine-Raised Fruit.
of dairy cow· because of the money the
Below is an article read before the
cows bring him.
Very few farmers,
Portland Board of Trade by George W.
have any knowledge of what
Brown of tbat city on his return from a however,
Most of the farmtheir cows are

warrante·!.
my bcti work

V

on

U solicited.
Addrvee ill communlcatlone ui
leaded for thle department to Ha**T D
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem
ocrat, Parle. Me.

Dentist,

Surgeon
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SOOTH PARIS.

Democrat.

Oxford

McClura

judge

of the

ture for several years. Through a long
series of experiments the department
has found that the testing of individual
it
cows, weighing their milk and testing
is practical and necessary if one is to
breed up his herd intelligently. The
department now recommends the organization of co-operative cow testing
associations in any neighborhood where
a sufficient number of cows ie kept.
This is not a hard matter to do. Let
fifteen or twenty farmeis join together
in a neighborly way and sign an agreement to stand by each other for a year,
agreeing to pay 11.00 or $1.50 per year
industrially and commercially.
cow for some one who shall make it
Now the queation with ua here in por
his duty to appear at each farm once a
want
our
we
whether
ιβ
Maine juat now
month for a year, at milking time, see
walked on by the people of the
the cows milked, weigh their milk, test
Pacific Coaat any longer. They have
and make a record of each cow's
been and atill are walking all over us in it,
work and leave it with her owner. In
the apple, peach and pear raising busithis way a practical man thoroughly ac
nesaandthe Maine orcbardiat will lose
with the work can be employthe uae of bis feet altogether if he does quainted
ed to give his experience to the dairynot wake up and get a move on.
man at so low a cost as to make his emBefore starting for the Pacific Coast,
a necessity to every owner of a
I was told that I would atay there, and ployment
considerable number of cows. Some
if 1 was a younger man this prediction
A
may say they can't afford the cost.
might come nearer proving true, for few
non-paying cows will in a year cost
there certainly is a fascination about the
the
of
having
the wild and more than the expense
way they do things in
herd tested for a similar period. If a
woolly Wear, and particularly in the
and
care she
feed
the
worth
cow isn't
Pacific Coaat States. There are man>
the farmer should know it. If
like
requires
about
talk
to
interesting questions
she is a paying cow he should know it
lumber, fisheries, real estate, shipping,
aud breed her to a sire of pronounced
But I will simply take up the ques
etc.
and thus build up his herd to a
ion tbat the citizens of Maine ahould be qualities
standard of excellence and profit. Good
the most deeply interested in at the près
cows are seldom in the market.
The Chamber of Commerce, dairy
ent time.
a* a rule do not sell such cows
of Seattle, Washington, is surely a live People
or if so they sell at an exorbitant price
institution and haa many attractive featthe
Ii few farmers can afford to pay. So
ures about it worthy of emulation.
really practical and economical way toit
is located in the upper story of one of
to
to breed up
a paying herd is
Seattle's sky scrapers, "Central Build get
from sires of such excellence as to leave
ing," where it has extensive and elabo- no
to
the
as
dairy merit of their
question
rately furnished rooms and oflicea. Mr.
with the best cows
beginning
and
offspring,
is
ita
man,
busy
Vandell, Secretary,
in the herd as mothers and discardiug
ije certainly applies himself diligently to
thι-se of inferior quality.
hie job. A tine exhibit of the products
The tester can visit one herd one day
of the soil of the state is in evidence,
and then the farmers can take him to
and would attract the attention of auythe next aud so on until be has gone tho
one having the least amount of interest
the neighborhood once each
Fruit, fruit, fruit, of rounds of
m such matters.
month. At the end of the year each
every kind and deacriptiou,—Apples,
farmer will have a record showing a
Pears, Peaches, Plums, Grapes, etc.;
on the parr of
and
grasses. losing or winning game
Wheat, Corn, Barley, Oats
been educated
besides
having
each
cow,
is
tbat
getting
Aj-ples are the great crop
A
in various branches of the industry.
the attention at the present time. Peo
number of cow testing associalimited
mad.
have
to
gone apple
pie may be said
tions have been organized in Minnesota
On the western slope of the Rocky
and the farmers are pleased with the
milder
the
clima'e,
tind
we
Mountains,
results.
Every neighborhood where
Yakima
in
the
we
find
where
is
here
ami
should get busy
ver the greateat dairy cattl* are kept
R
Hood
and
Valley
and conduct its business
are kept alive aud this spring
that
orchards
apple
an intelligent standpoint.
fruitful only by means of constant irri- from
The Division of Agricultural Exgation, and it ia from these sectious of
tension University Farm, St. Paul, will
Waahinitton, and the Williaiuette aud
give all assistance possible in the
Kwgue Kiver Valleys of Oregon, tbat the gladly
of such associations and
organization
tbat
fruit
colored
rich
ûreat handsome,
farmers in
assist
procuring practical
Coaat
Atlantic
the
to
fiuda ita way
ahrewdness men in the work of testing and dairying.
cornea, and it is through tbe
and
Home.
Farm
and ability of these Pacific Coast hust- —Turf,
lers that tbey have already encroached
raised
Seed Potatoes.
upon the domain of our Maine
apples aud have almost driven them out
Many are obliged to store their seed
of the market. To look at, these apples tubers in cellars or other unsuitable
are beautiful.
They are "apples of gold places—unsuitable, because of lack of
in pictures of silver" in truth. They room and also of light. I bave had the
are fair to look upon, aud many of them
opportunity of visiting the storehouses
»re tine eating, finer indeed thau much of the leading growers of seed potatoes,
bitter
with
filled
fruit
of our Maine
and the object lesson thus afforded was
spots, knots aud honeycombed with valuable. The enormous Btock* of seed
stored in shallow
worms, for none of the fruit that is tubers are neatly
affected by any sert of a blight is allow- boxes and on shelves, and in favorable
ed to go to market as first-class fruit weather the doors aud windows of the
tbere. A box of apples is the same building are stood wide open. Under
from top to bottom. Tbere is no dea- such treatment the skins of the tubers
coning process and the method of asso- are almost as green as the sprouts,
ciation marketing ia well worthy of the which are short and very robust. As
attention of all Maine fruit growera. much light and air are admitted as posThat there is some firat-claas fruit growu sible—precautions,
of course,
being
in Maine, we are aware is the case, but taken to keep out frost.
This is the
so
ia
there
what
eveu
is,
poorly packed right way to treat seed potatoes. On
that only a amall part of its value in the other hand I have seen men sorting
actuality ia ever realized from ita sale. over the seed potatoes, rubbing off
A box which contains about two-thirds shoots, β or more inches long. On askof one bushel of this western fruit sells ing the question, "What are you doing?"
00. A barrel of Maine apples of the reply was "Spindling the potatoes,"
for
three bushels sella for about fo 00. and indeed
they were. There were
Juat think of it! Then ask yourself the heaps of spindles or sprouts, and also
queation if it is not ridiculous. Why heaps of more or less shrivelled potathe difference in the freight alone from toes. At the conclusion of the process,
the Pacific would make a fair profit; for the potatoes were put in heaps and covit is acknowledged that apples can be ered with straw. Later another spindraised with profit at two cents per pound ling was gone through, thus wasting
on the Pacific, and this would be eighty
more vitality, and at planting time, the
centa per box of thirty-eight to forty result was a lot of light, shrivelled seed,
pounds. E'ght cents per pouud ia the which, of course, produced a poor crop.
Maine apples with the
retail price.
Every tuber, stored for planting, should
treca properly pruned and cultivated bear one or more sprouts, and these
(grouud is plowed four times a year on should not be more than about 1-2 inch,
the Pacific Coaat orchard) as they do it or a little more in length. Where seed
in tbe weat. minus the irrigation (not tubers are buried from light and air, no
needed here) looks just as well, and time should be lost in laying them out
when you come to eating, tastes a bun singly iu boxes or on tbe shelves or floor
dred times better. The irrigated, fore j of a frost-proof, well lighted place.
often coarse in Thus treated, the tubers will be green,
«.J cultivated fruit is
grain ami fiat io flavor in comparison Arm, full of juice and capable of prowith the Hue grained, rich, tasty Maine ducing a good crop.—P. R. R in Maine
fruit and no expert epicurean taste is Farmer.
necessary to prove it. The lose of tbe
market to Maioe to date need be bo perMore Corn Wanted.
manent loss to Maine, for tbe protit bad
More corn is wanted on every farm in
beeo cut down to so very email a point
time to
that it was not easy to tind it. Maine's the state. Now is a favorable
and decide how
opportunity baa come. Thousands of look over tbe situation
and where
people are eating apples just because much it is desirable to plant
is a matter of
they have had this tine looking Pacific it shall be located. This
one admits
fruit introduced to them, and if Maine much importance. Every
At the
will adopt Pacific Coast methods she the necessity for more grain.
never same time every one admits it can be
can reap a harvest that she has
of
dreamed possible before. Pack the ap- grown on tbe land now in possession
inThe only question teems to
owuers.
ples in handsomely labeled boxesmark ita whether
it better be grown on the
be
stead of barrels, and No 1 Fruit,
wanted or whether obtained
No. 1; No. 2 Fruit, mark No. 2, and land where
This is the great question
Maine's farms will be doubled iu value by purchase.
now before the people of our state.
within the next decade.
There is no question but a large part
Pears and peaches can also be raised
feed needed by the farmers
In Maine. The State Board of Trade of tbe grain
on tbe land
should organize a commercial club, of our state can be grown
that is called for is
All
needed.
of
the
stale
where
from
men
of
made up
parts
seed aud oare for the growthat will interest themselves in this and to plant tbe
The land is In waiting, the
other Maine products and possibilities. ing crop.
in readiness, the grain is wanted,
Ao exhibit of a permanent character seed is
is needed is to put tbe
should be established in Portland, the so that all that
the ground and await tbe recbief city of the state, with a display of seed into
no question but
can be
the products of the soil and manufac- turns. There
the
canned goods, etc ) the grain will be wanted during
ture· (granite, slate
much have the farmers been
that need to be fostered, and also to year. Too
the western grown grain
show just what the state is now doing dependent on
in- to meet the wants of their eastern herds.
in the way of developing its varied
was all right when the
dustries. One of the rooms of tbe Port- That course
obtained at about onebe
this
to
could
be
should
grain
land Board
given up
of cost at tbe present
the
same as the Seattle Cham- half the price
purpose,
now is found to be more than
ber of Commerce is doing. Another time, but
The cows
can well bear.
libera! sice exhibit (permanent) should tbe business
have their grain ration reto
and
have
will
New
York
in
City
be established
be grown on the home
maintained at the expeme of tbe stare duced or it must
Parmer.
of Maioe, and the legislature should ap farm.—Maine
to keep it up.
propriate a sufficient sum
the
One of tbe good farmers of Aroostook
These two exhibits would surprise
held to the
world and greatly help the development said to us recently: "Had I
I firmly
that in conof this state. I also believe
dairy cow the past ten years
there
believe I would have been better off tonection with these two exhibitions
was only
the sale of
day than I am." This man
should be an agency for
six miles from a shipping station and
farms, orchards, and summer property
Did
and tbe real
potatoes had been bis main crop.
all along the Maine Coast,
a fair renUl be know whereof he spoke or was he
estate dealer that would pay
wild
of tbe exguessing? Those who bave gone
might either by cash or care
with over potatoes and object to the petty
hibit be allowed to be associated
thousands of details of tbe dairy will probably think
the exhibit. Hundreds of
shores
one of the qnlet,
so, but instead he is
dollars worth of Maine's rocky
who weighs and meascould thus be put on the market, greatly thoughtful men,
he
state. I am very ures what be does as well as what
to the profit of tbe
had oue
Parmer.
Coast
Pacific
the
if
that
says.—Maine
sure
thousandth part of the opportunities
to sleep,
and nol
that we have she would not go
When a hen lays now and then, decide
a move
and you can't
but would immediately get on
aoou
again,
but
they
alto
There are hustlers in Maine,
whether she hadn't better quit
are on the
are not as com mou as they
I'll tell you what to do: Why,
getlier,
there
reason
in
that
nor
box
Pacific Coast, and for
her to, and neither in
here that just ax
are a thousand opportunities
ever lay another egg.she
will
To raise fruit ou keg
never get into being.
be quite ft Parm Journal.
tbe Pacific Coast, you need to

Stewart

Compinjr.
Copyright,

doing.
quality

of their cows
from the amount of milk each one gives
If she gives a large mess of milk she i»
usually "the best cow on the farm" and
if a small mens she is not a "very good
cow." This is an unscientific way of
judging of the individual cow or the
herd. To help farmers upon a higher
plane of dairying has been a study of
the Minnesota Department of Agricul
ers

Bï

Copyright.
I9M. by th«

1947.190·. by

Edward White

Stewart
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Whit·

ALL

that dny und the next night
the flght was band to bund
without th* opportunity of a
Then Orde
breathing space.

bareheaded and disheveled, strung to
high excitement, began to be harassed by annoyauces. The plies gare out.
Newmark left, ostensibly to purchase
u

He did not return. Tom North
and Jim Denning, their eyes burning
deep in their heads for lack of sleep,
came to Orde. holding to him symbolically their empty hands.
"No more piles." they said briefly.
"Get 'em," said Orde with equal
brevity. "Newmark will have enough
more.

In the meantime get
here shortly.
"
them
North und his friend disappeared,
taking wilh them the crews of the
After an
drivers and the two tugs.
luterval they returned towing small
Orde did
rafts of the long timbers.

make any Inquiries, nor until days
later did he see a copy of the newspa
per telling how a lawless gang of rivermeo had driven away the railroad
men and stolen the railroad's property.
Xliles and
Orde was everywhere.
miles he traveled, running aloug the
not

tops of the booms, over the surface of
the Jam. spying the weakening places
Mid hurrying to them a rescue.
Toward noon the piles gave out
aguin.

b— In New mark 7" exHe sent North and a
crew of men to cut plies from standing timber In farm wood lots near the
river.
"If the owners object stand them oft
wltb your pea vies!"
Dowu river the various mill owners
were busy with what men they bad
left lu stringing defenses across the
river in case Orde s works should go
When Orde heard this be swore
out.
"Where In
ploded Orde

vigorously

"Crazy fools!'· he spat out.
be a lot better off helping

"They'd

If
this goes out their little booms won't
amount to a whiff of wind."
He sent word to that effect; but,
lacking the enforcement of bis personal presence, his messages did not car
ry conviction, and the panic stricken
owuers continued to labor, each according to his ideas. However. Welton
Orde bailed
answered the summons
here

his coming with a shout.
"I want a dredge!" he yelled as soon
as the lumberman was within distance
"1 believe we cau relieve the pressure
somewhat by a channel Into Steam's
that government dredge
up and through the bayou as soon as
you cau."
Welton briefly.
"All right." said
"Can you hold berï"
"I've got to biHd her." replied Orde
"Where in
between clinched teeth.
h— is Newinark? 1 need him for Hfty
things, and he's disappeared off the
face of the earth: Purdy. that second
cable! She's suupped a strand! (Jet
He ran
a re-enforcing line on her!"
without another thought of Welton.
But flesh and blood has Its limit of
endurance, and that limit was almost
reached. Orde heard the tlrst premoni-

bayou.

Get

tion, but with a slight skepticism.
"It's a floating jam, and It gets a
push from undernenth," he pointed
"It's probably safe, but another
out.
flood might send it out"
"The floods are going down." said
North.
"Good Lord, 1 hope so!" said Orde.
Newmark sent word that a sudden
fit of sickness had confined him to the

house.
Now Orde decided to break ont η
channel through the Jam itself. This

necessary preliminary to getting
the logs in shape for distribution. An
opening was made in the piles, and the
rivermen. with pike poles and pea vies
began cautiously to dig their wn\
through ill»· tangled timbers. The go\
eminent pile driver, which had Una II;
was a

been sent up from below, began plao
ing five est ht booms at Intervals tlowi·
stream to capture the drift as fast a

turried loose The troubles it ρ
peared to be quite over when word
came from Redding that the waters
Ten minutes Intel
were again rising
Leopold Lincoln Hunt), the local re
porter, came flapping In on Randall's
old white horse, like a second I'aul Re
vere, crying that the Iron bridge had
gone and the logs were racing dowi.
It

was

river toward the booms.
"It Just went out!" he answered tineager exclamations of thp men who
crowded around him. "That's all I
know. It went out! And the other
bridges: Sure! All but the Ijike Shore:
Don't know why that didn't go out
No; the logs didn't Jam there-just slid

right under!"

"That settles It" said Welton.
"You won't quit?" cried Orde.
"Certainly. You're crazy!" said Welton, with some asperity. "If they can't
stop a little Jam with iron, what are
your wooden defenses going to amount
to against the whole accumulationV
When those logs hit the tall of this
Jam she'll go out before you can wink.
It's sure death, and I'm not going to
sacrifice my men."
Already the news was spreading
among the workers ou the Jams Orde
saw the government driver below cast
A mo
ing loose from her moorings
ment later her tug towed her away to
a side bayou of sarety out of the ex
peoted rush to the take.
"But we can hold ber!" cried Orri»
In

desperation.

"It's no use, boy," said old Carlin:
"it's sure deutb."
"Sure death!" Orde laughed bltterlj
isn't
"All right: sure death, then
there a man iu this crowd that will
tackle this surf of sure death with
me'/"

"And me." eald
"I'm with you."
North and the Rough Red In a breath
Orde.
"You. too
"Good!" cried
Johnny Sims und 1'urdy and Jiiiiiny

Powers? Bully ooys!"
"1 reckon you'll need the tug." sale;
Marsh.
A dozen more of Orde's {wrsonal fol
lowing volunteered.
"We've got to « lose thut opening Ursi

thing." Raid he. "Marsh, tow the pile
driver up there."
The opening was to be closed by
piles driven In groups of sixteen bound
together by chains. The clumps were
connected «>ne to the other b.v a systeiu
of boom logs· and ropes to Interpose η
The pile drlvei
continuous barrier.
the clumps, while the tug at
placed

tended to the connecting defenses.
"Now. boys." said Orde as his lasi
word. "If she starts to go save your
Never
selves the best wuy you can.
"

'Come

on

ami

let« ytl wmeUiliiy done.'

tloiiH of reaction in the mild grumblings rLuit «ruse Although the ueed
f»r struggle against the tireless dynamics of the river was as Insistent as
ever, although it seemed certain thai
a moment's cessatiou of effort would

permit the enemy an irretrievable
guiu. be called a bait on tbe whole
work.

"Boys." said be

Irrelevantly, "let's

have a emoke."
He threw himself full length

against

his
men stared a moment and
then followed bis example. The horilow and black against the
zon lay
Beneath it the river shone
afterglow
Over beyond the rise of
like sliver
land that lay between the river and
Stearns bayou could be seen tbe cloud
of mingled smoke and steam that

slanting
The
pipe

a

pile,

leisurely

filling

marked the activity of tbe dredge.
Orde was apparently more at ease
than any of the rest, but each Instant
be expected to hear the premonitory
crack

that

evpryiblug.

sound
Finally he

would

tbe end of

yawned

and

got to his feet
"Now," said be, a new ting In his
voice, "come on and let's get something doneT*
They responded to a man.

By midnight the water bad gone
down slightly. Half the crew snatched
For several hours more
a little sleep.
the Issue bung In equilibrium. Then,
with the opening of tbe channel Into
Steam's bayou, tbe heaviest pressure
For the moment the
was relieved.
acute danger point was passed. Orde
spent the next two days in strengthening tbe defenses. Tbe men were able
to take tbelr quota of meals and of

ileep.

Tbe jam bad been successfully held
at the Iron railroad bridge above Redding, but only by tbe most strenuous
Braces of oak beams had
efforts.
been slanted where they would do tbe
Cbalus strengthened the
must good.
weaker spots, and on top of all ton
after ton of railroad Iron held the
all the
whole Immovably. Nolan bad
known
help be requlied. Every device
the Jam
was employed to strengthen
tbe result
For only a few hours was
in doubt Then, as the Clarion Jubl

hundred
lantly expressed It "It's a
holds!"
ebe
hat
old
an
to
dollar·
Orde received all this with satlifac-

mind the driver. Stay on top
Slowly the tug aud her consort nosed
up through the boiling water.
"Work fast!" Orde celled to the
"If we cae
men on the pile driver.
close the opening before those Redding
logs hit us we may be able to turn
them Into our new channel."
He did not add that If the openlnp
were not closed l>efore the Jam broke,
as break It would In a very few mo
ment*, the proba bill ties were that both
pile driver and tug would be destroy
ed.
Every man knew that already.
Tom North ordered a pile placed lu
the carriage. The hammer descended
The work went forward as rapidly as
possible. Four times the Jam shrugged
and settled, but four times It paused
Three of
on the brink of discharge
the clumps had been placed and bound
and fifteen pllee of the last clump had

to bis owu Louse. To Mallock he is
sued orders.
"Go to the office and tell them I απι
HI." said be, "and then bunt up Mr.
I want to see him Imuie
Helnzman.

OU

DE non* took steps to deflect
channel
the
recently
I lato
dredged to Steam's bayou the
mass of the logs racing down
He estimated
stream from Redding.
that he had still two hours or so In
which to do the work.
This at first he succeeded in doing,
and very successfully as affecting the
To the
pressure on the jam below.
crew working In the channel dredged
through to Steam's bayou the affair
was that of driving a rather narrow

and swift stream, only exaggerated.
À large proportion of the timbers
found their way into the bayou.
Those that continued on down the river could hardly have much effect on
the jam. As yet only the advance of
the big jam had arrived at the dredged
chaunel.
"We can't keep this up when the
main body hits us!" Orde panted to
Jim Denning. "We'll have to do more
pile driver work."
He made a rapid excursion to the
Boom camp, whence he returned with

thirty

or forty men.
"Here, boys," said he, "you can keep
these logs moving In this channel for
a couple of hours."
Orde now returned to the Jam, where,
on the pile driver, the tugs and the
booms he set methodically to strengthening the defenses.
But ehortly the water began to rise
again, this time fairly by leaps. For

the hundredth time the frail wooden
defenses opposed
to millions of
pounds were tested to the very ex
treme of their endurance. The net
work of chains
and cables tightened.

ever

drawing

uearer

the

snapping point
Suddenly, almost
without warning,

the situation had
become desperate.
And for the first
time Orde com
III»
lut
He sAooh
pietely lost his
ayuinst the nieruio pyjge and became

iny loya

fluently

profane.

He shook his fist against the menacing
logs; he upostropbled the river, the
high water, the Jam, the deserters.
Newmark and his illness, ending in a
generul anathema agalust any and all
etreauis. logs nud floods.
"Well." said Tom North, "he's good

and mad this time."
At the dredged channel Orde saw
the rlveruien standing Idle. and. halt
blind with anger, be burst upon them.
Then he stopped short and stared.
Square across the dredged channel
and completely blocking It lay a single span of an Iron bridge. Behind It
the logs had. of course, plied up lu a
Jam, which dammed back the water.
"Where In h- did that drop from?'
cried Orde.
"Come down on top the Jam," explained a riverman.
Orde, suddenly fallen Into a cold
rage, stared at the obstruction, both
flsts clinched at his side.
"That about settles it," said Weltou.
"Settler' cried Orfle. "1 should think

not!"
Welton smiled quaintly.
"Don't you know when you're lick
ed?"
"We've
"Licked, h-1" said Orde.

JUBt begun

to

light."

"What can you do?"
"I'll blow her up with powder."
"Ever try to to blow up Iron?"
"There must be some way."
"Oh, there Is." replied Welton, "ot
course—take her apart bolt by bolt
and uul by nut"
"Send for the wrenches, then!" snap
ped Orde.
It would
"But It would take days.

It would do no good."
"Perhaps Dot," Interrupted Orde.
"but It will lté doing something, anyLook here, Weltou, are you
way.
game? If you'll gel that bridge out In
two days I'll bold the Jam."
"You can't bold that Jam two hours.'
"That's my business. Will you send
be too late.

for lanterns and wrenches and keep
this crew working?"
"1 will." said Welton.
During the uext two days the old
tcenes were all relived, with back of
them the weight of the struggle that
Pines belonging to
had gone before.
divers and protesting owners were felled and sharpened. Even the Inviolate
government iupply was commandeer

ed.
Then all at once, as though a faucet
had been turned off, the floods slackened.
"They've opened the channel," said
Orde dully. His voice sounded to bimHe felt himself
■elf very far away.

moving in strange and distorted surroundings. He heard himself repeat-

been driven
"One more pile!" breathed Orde
The hammer ran smoothly to the top
and fell. A half dozen times more It

►oar.

"Jump!" the Rough
his arm descended

Red cried, and

Orde leaped blindly for the rail,
where he was seized and dragged
The axes
Η board by the Rough Red.
fell; Marsh whirled over the wheel;
The
Harvey threw open his throttle.
a bound.
tu>: sprat»}.* from lis leash like
ΑικΙ behind ihc barrier the logs. tossIn·,' and tumbling, the white spray flybefore their onslaught, beat in
ing

valu against the barrier, like raging
wild beast* whoee prey has escaped.

at home.

"Helnzmau." snid he. "in thre.·
weeks at the latest Orde will come t«>

yon asking for a renewal of the note*
You must
you hold against our firm.
refuse to make such a renewal."

rlghdt." agreed Helnzman
"All^
He II probably offer you η higher

Interest. You must refuse that. Then
when the notes are overdue you must
begin suit In foreclosure."
All rlghdt," repeated Helnzman. u
little listlessly. "Do you think he rill
hold that jam? I got lots of logs in
that Jam. If It goes out I rill lose a
heap of money."
"Well, you'll make quite a heap on
this deal." snid Newmark carelessly
"Suppose he holds It." said Helnz"I hate like the misman. pausing.

chief to Joomp on bltn."
Newmnrk looked at the German
sharply, "j suppose you know Just
how deep you're in this?"

"Worth saving!" snorted Newmark.
"Well, keep your hair on." said
Orde. on whom Newmark's manner
was beginning to have Its effect, as
Newmark intended It should. "You
have my Boom company stock as se

curlty."
"Pretty security for the loss of

tract like the upper peninsula timber! I thought you'd surely be able to
pay it." retorted Newmark, now secure
In the position of putting Orde entirely

In the wrong.
"Well, 1 expected to pay It, and I'll
pay It yet," rejoined Orde. "1 think
Heinzman will renew the notes."
He seized his hat and departed
Once In the street, however, his Irritation passed. As was the habit of the

he began more clearly to see
Newmark's side and so more em
pbatlcally to blame himself. After all.
when he got right down to the essentials be could not but acknowledge
man.

the inner room.
"Hello. Lambert," he addressed the
Individual seated at Uelnzman's desk.
"So you're the boss, eh?"
"Yes. I'm the boss," said he non

not

greatly diminished If not wiped out
entirely by the expenses, botb regular
and Irregular. Incurred in holding the
Jam.
IU have to get an extension ol
time,'' said Ordo to himself. "Of cours.·
Joe will let me have more time on m)
And
own personal note to the firm
Helnzman surely ought to. J saved a
lot or his logs In that Jam. And If b.·
doesn't wnut to I guess an offer of a
"
little higher Interest will fetch him
the
he
pulled up opposite
Finally
Orde house, sprang up the walk and
luto the front door.
"Hello, sweetheart!" he called cheer

ily.

The echoes alone answered him. He
cried a*raln and yet again, with a
growing feeling of disappointment that
Carroll should happen to be from
borne. A moment later .Mary, the Irish
the dining
threw her
room,
apron over her bead and burst Into ex
travagant demonstrations of grief.
J
What is It, Mary?" he asked verv

girl, came through
caught sight of Orde.

servant

quietly.

But the girl only wept tbe louder.
Orde sprang forward to shower her
with questions. These elicited nothing
bnt broken and Incoherent fragments
concerning "the missus." "oh. the sad
■ay!" At this moment Bobby appeared from the direction of the kitchen
Orde. frantic with alarm, fell upon his
son.

Bobby could only mumble

"smallpox" and
away with doctor."
"Where, where?" cried Orde.

thing

about

some-

"took

mamma

At this moment a calm, dry voice
broke through the turmoil. Orde looked up to see Dr. McMullen standing In
the doorway.
"«·· a" r,Sht" Mid tbe doctor
lour wife was exposed to smallpox
and is at my bouse to avoid tbe danger of spreading contagion. She Is not
wnere was sue

κud

armpits.

appeared ou the thighs
1 telegraphed to Red-

ling for a nrirse. Until she camu Mrs.
Don't
orde stayed by like a brick.
know what 1 should have done withbt*r."
"When was this?" asked Orde.

mil

days ago."

"Seven

"How is Mina Retting on?"
"She'll per well. I suppose I'll have
old Heinzman on my hands, though
Kniotional old fool. Rushed rlgtit In
when tie heard his daughter was sick.
Couldn't keep him out. And he's been
with lier or near her ever since."
"I'm going to step up to your house

and see Mrs. Orde."
"You '"an telephone her." said the
doctor.
He called up I)r. McMullen's house
on the telephone.
"You're a dear, brave girl, and I'm
proud of you." said Orde.
"Nonsense! There was no danger at
all. I'd been vaccinated recently. And

all

number of wavering,
tbe tallsmai.lc words
that bad accomplished tbe dissolution
of tbe eurtb for himself, "They've
be felt
opened tbe channel." At last
bard planks beneath bis feet. and.
bis bead with an effort, be

had a lively time, you bet,
and sot through about by
the skin of our
teeth." He arose
and walked over

we

right,

Newmark's
desk, on the edge
to

of

On arriving In Monrovia be drore

he
"It's

cost us considerable. I'll have to

made out tbe pilothouse of tbp Sprite
and a hollow eyed man leaning against
It
"They've opeDed the channel.
Marsh," he repeated. "I guess that'll
be all." Then quite slowly be sank to

notes.

which

perched.

■baking

able to perceive. Even should the rlvermnn succeed In stoppiug tbe Jam
the extraordinary expenses Incidental
to tbe defense and to the subsequent
salvaging, untangling and sorting
would more than eat up the profits ol
the drive. Orde would then be forced
to ask for an extension of time on hie

get

an

extension

those notes."
"What's that?"
asked Newmark
on

quickly.

"1 dou't believe
I'll be able to
meet those notes
So m&uy thing?

havehappened"-

"Bnt," broke In
Newmark, "the
firm
certainly

artel?"1»0"1"·?·
been relying

-WhaCOMi·
Scwmark <iulc*l|/.

on

your assurance
that you would take them up personally. Our resources are all tied up."
"Can't we raise anything more ou

the nothern peninsula timber?" asked
Orde.
"You ought to know we can't!" cried
Newmark. with an appearance ot growing excitement. "The last seventy-live
thousand we borrowed for me tiuishes

ttat."

Easter time commemorates both the
crucitixlou aiid (be resurrection of the
Λ number of emblems and
Christ.
symbols bave been adopted as suitable
for this solemn yet Joyous festival.
The white Illy In Its snowy splendor
typifies the soul of man after it bas
been purilied from earthly evil. The
Easter egg conveys also the Idea of
tbat which bursts forth from a dark

prison Into life and light.
The radiant buttertly Is also

a

type

of the resurrection. In ancient (Jreek
mythology the butterliy was an emblem of the human soul, the imperishable part of man that no death of the

bas power over. The chrysalis
which the butterlîy bursts into
winged freedom represented the huThe butterfly is especially
man body.
adapted to symbolize the continuance
of the same life through various
If you look carefulchanges of body.
ly at the picture here given of various
stages of butterfly life you will see
represented the same creature in four

body

from

due lu teu days.
"Well, who's In charge?"
"Mr. Lambert."
Orde passed through the grill Into

committally.

"Heinzman

against

our

holds

some

people in

ten

notes

due

days," said

"1 came In to see about theii
Orde.
renewal."
Lambert struck a bell, and to the
bookkeeper who answered he said.
"John, bring me those Newmark &

Orde papers."
The clerk returned and handed to
Lambert a long manlla envelope. Lam
bert spread Its contents on his knee.
"Note for $75.000 with Interest at 10
Interest paid to Jan. 10.
per cent.
Mortgage deed on certain lands de-

icribed herein."
"I want to renew the note for an
other year." Orde explained.
"Can't do It," replied Lambert. "Mr.
Heinzman gave me especial lnstruc
tlons in regard to this matter Just be

fore Ills daughter was taken sick."
"But I'll give him 12 per cent for an
other year."
"He said not to renew even if you

offered higher Interest."
"What

does

he

Intend

about

this

mortgage?"

"To foreclose.'"
"Where's your
telephone?" Orde
asked.
He tried in vain to get Heiuzman at
his house. The bell had been removed.
Orde left the ottice at a loss how to

proceed next.

"There's the year of redemption on
that mortgage," he reminded himself.
"We may be able to do something in
I don't know Just what,"
that time.
he added whimsically, with a laugh at
"Poor
He became grave.
himself.

ALL Hf AGIS OF BDTTERKLY LIl'i:

First there is the
different forms.
I "r«»::i
cluster of eggs upon tbe leaf
each of these is batched a worm ili.it
Alter
crawls and feeds upou a leaf.
it has Oiled itself with food it fo; ins
about Itself a shell and then by means
of a gummy substance at one end
itself to a twig and hangs thus (ill

It is
its shell can uo longer hold it.
growing wings and must bave room.
At last tbe chrysalis breaks Its
dull, narrow envelope and Hies forth
No long
a radiant, glorious creature.

is it forced to crawl upon the earth
It dances up and down In
the air; It rests now and then upon
flowers no lens beaut Uni t lia η itself
Few birds are as gorgeously colored
The
as some of the butterfly tribe.
species known a5 ncoptoleintis is one
All the butterof the most dazzling
fly family have four wings. The two
upper wings, those nearest the month,
of the neoptolemus are of a ri« li sky
er
a

worm

Joe.'' be said. "This Is pretty tough on
I'll have to make It up to him
him.
I can let him in on that
Bomehow.
California deal when the titles arc

straightened out."

exposeur

ward."
"Has he smallpox?' asked Orde.
Lord
"No; Us daughter Mlna.
Sire. Orde
knows wfcere she got It.
happened to be with her when she was
taken with the symptoms that begin
the discase. As u neighborly deed she
remained u-itb the girl. Of course no
one· could tell It was smallpox at that
Next day. however, the char
time.
rtcterlstic rash

Easter and
Its Emblems.

came

You know
"Down at HelnzmaD's.
—or perhaps you don't—that old Heinz·
man is the worst sort of antl-vacclnatlon crank.
Well, he's reaped the re-

tag to each of a
gigantic figures

hope,
tbe Jam should go out. but he saw
clearly that Orde, blinded by the swlf:
action of tbe struggle, was as .vet uo

a

be able to meet the notes given to
Orde had depended on
Helnzman.
the profits from the season's drive to
enable him to make up tbe necessarv
Those
amount.
profits would be

As Newmark had accurately
foreseen, he came almost Immediately
to a realization thai the firm would

uation.

"Well,

the deck, sound asleep.
·«·····
When Newmark ieft. In tbe early
srant
stages of the Jam. he gave
thought to the errand on which be
Whether or
had ostensibly departed.
not Orde got a supply of piles was to
Elis
blm a matter of Indifference
or, rather, preference, wus that

note comes

that Newmark's anger was Justified.
".Mr. Heinzman?" he asked briefly
of ι he first clerk.
"Me Is at home III."
"Already?" snld Orde. He drummed
The notes
on the rail thoughtfully.

possible."
ouai

part of your

up

due in 1885," rejoin"1
ed New mark, with cold disgust
expect to take It up then. But 1 can't
until then. 1 hadn't expected anything
like thle."
•'Well, don't get hot," said Orde
vaguely. "1 only thought that northern peninsula staff might be worth
saving any way we could figure It."

"My

[TO

nE

CONTINUED.]

A SECOND MEETING.
The Es»l of Stanhope and the Trusting Highwayman.
One ulght when the Earl of Stanhope
was walking alone in the Kentish
lunes a man jumped out of the hedge,
leveled u pistol aud demanded his
puree.

'•My good man, I have no money
with me," said Lord Stanhope lu his
remarkably slow tones. The robber
laid hands up his watch.
"No." Lord Stanhope went on; "that
watch you must not have. It was glvIt 1s worth
en to me by one I love.
£100. If you will trust me. I will go
back to Chevenlng and bring a £100
note and place it In the hollow of that

tree I cannot lose my watch."
The man did trust him. The earl did
bring the note. Years after Lord Stanhope was at a city dinner, and next to
him sat a London alderman of great
wealth, a man widely respected. He

and the earl talked of many things
and found each other mutually enter-

talnlug.

Lord Stanhope received a
of which dropped a £100
was your lordship's kind
sum." said the letter, "that
started me In life and enabled me to
have the honor of sitting next to your

Next day
letter, out
"It
note.
loan of this

lordehlp at dinner."
A strange story, but the Stanhopes
are a strange race, and things happen
to them that never did or could occur
to other people.—London Spectator.

that time. We needed you."
"You know I'd have bocn there If

"Oh. I ain't uacKing

lake

you

"Ob, I ain't backing oudt." negatived Helnzmau-"not a bit"
Little by little the water went down.
The pressure, already considerably re
lleved by tbe channel Into Steam's
bayou, slackened every hour. Ordo.
still half dazed with his long delayed
sleep, drove back along the marsb road
to town. Orde began to review the sit-

After lunch Orde went downtown to
his office. Newmark came In. "Hello.
Joe!" said Orde. with a slight constraint. "Too bad you pot sick Just at

together.

"Give me every second you can."
said Orde. making the last turns.
The mass toppled slowly, fell Into
a
'.he swift current and leaped with

The German entered rather red and

breathless, surprised to find New murk

somebody had to take care of poor
Mlna until we could get help. How'p
Bohby Τ

Then
heavy chains were
thrown around the winch, and the
steam power began to draw the clumps

ripped.

"Done!" cried Tom North.
North unmoored, and the driver
dropped back with the current. The
tug churned forward to accomplish the
last duty of binding the defenses together by means of chains and cables
Two men leaped to the floating booms.
Orde and the Rough Red set about the
task. They worked from either end toward the middle When they met Orde
ordered Red aboard the tug.
•Til tie this one. Jimmy." said be.
Aboard the tug all was tense preparation. In the engine room Harvey,
his hand on the throttle, stood ready
to throw her wide open at the signal.
Armed with sharp axes, two men prepared to cut the mooring lines on a
Jilgn from the Rongh Red They watched his upraised hand When It should
descend their axes must fall.
Upstream the
Orde folded a knot.
1am settled deliberately forward, cutting a clump of plies like straw
"She's coming Γ cried the Rongh Red.

diateiy."

"l'au't
note'f

A TURKISH LEGEND.
The Red Rose Sprang From a Drop of

Mohammed's Blood.

"A truly religious Turk looks upon
the rose with great reverence," said
"The rose Is beyond quesa florist.
tion the prettiest flower that blooms,
and it was so considered by the Turk*
ol
many years before the conquest
Granada. There Is a religious legend
generally believed In throughout Tur
that the red rose sprang from :i

key
drop of the great prophet Mohammed'i
blood. Everything beautiful In nature
is ascribed to him. The Turks, there
fore, have great reverence for the
flower and allow It to bloom and dit
untouched, except on state occasions
and for the purpose of making rosewater.

"After the conquest by the Turki
they would not worship In any churcl

until the walls were cleansed ant1
washed with rosewater and thus purl
Γ
fied by the blood of the prophet.
is used on the body for the same pur
A Turk whose couscleuce I
pose.
stung by some act or deed he has com

mltted ν ill caress and pay reverenc» 1
to the rose to appease the wrath οι
the prophet nud Allah.
"With these Ideas Inculcated In hin 1
from youth It would shock him severe
to see the pretty flower strewn it 1

ly

the path of u bridal couple, thrown oi 1
the public stag? or banked up In bun
dreds at u swell reception or party t<
be crushed and spoiled in an evening.'

TUB NEOITOLEUUS.

blue color. When the light shines upon
tliem their brightness Is indescribable.
They shine like polished metnl urni
flush forth rainbow hues. The spots
on the wings lonk like the e.ves iu the
feathers ol a peacock's tall, and tft<>»e
are always the same In number

spots

and are

arranged

in the same way.

A Russian Easter Egg.
The czarina of Russia owns a magnificent Easter egg enameled In rose
which contains u model of the state
carriage In which she was driven to
the Moscow cathedral ou the day of
The model is of solid
hpr marriage.
gold, with rose enameled cushions and
silver curtains suspended on gold wire.
Upon the panels the Imperial crown is

inlaid with jewels.
The dowager czarina, who Is the
mother of the czar. Is also the owner
One given to
of some curious eggs.
her by her husband, Alexander III., is
of Ivory and contains a miniature ship
of solid gold standing on a sea of beryl,
a very beautiful ;,Teen stone. The work-

manship is extremely
the tiniest rope being

duced.

Intricate, even
repro-

perfectly

An Amusing Trick.
Stick a fork or any poluted article
In the wall about four or five feet
from the floor, and on the end of It
place a piece of candy. Then tell
eome person to place his forefinger by
the side of the candy. When he has
measured the height carefully tell him
to walk backward about Ave yards,

oue eye and walk forward
and try to knock the candy off the
fork with one blow of the forefinger.
The probabilities are that ho will make
the attempt a dozen times before ho
When he is successful
is successful.
he may eat the candy.

then shut

As a

An Ancient Greek Relic.
memorial of their victory In
struggle at
and

their final

desperate

east
i'alatea to hurl back the Invading
from
the ancient Greeks made a tripod
table
the golden cups of the Persians'
armor.
and the bronze of their soldiers'
of every
It bore on its sides the names
and fell Id
city whose soldiers fought
moment of a nation's life.
the

supreme

tripod still exists at Constantinoendured
ple. a national relic which has
it
That

louger than the

states

whose deeds

consecrated.

Iridium,
Iridium is a bard, brittle, silver
whlto metallic element belonging to
the platinum group, discovered by
Tennant in 1803, sometimes found
native und nearly pure, but generally
combined with osmium. It Is, with
the exception of osmium, the heaviest
metal known and is used for pen

points, contact (joints in telegraphy
and points of scientific implements
liable to wear. Its specific gravity is
22.4.

Λ
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ISSUED TUESDAYS.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

A

l-'iiltor* and

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
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—

A. E. KORBICS.

#1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance.
#2.0υ a year. Single copiée 4 cents.

Otherwise

VDVKRriHEMKXTS: — All legal advertisement»
ire «riven three connective Insertions for #1.50

l>er inch In length of column. Special contracta
m a· le with local, transient and yearly advertisers.

Joe l'a;.nti.no —Sew type, fast presses, electric
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our boaln:sa complete aud popular.
SHUTiE COPIES.

^"^VrSike

JoCn

Paris Hill.
Flr»t Baptist Chorch, Εβτ. G. W. F. Hill, pM.
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. mSchool at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 M.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7.30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the Ut Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. u.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

FORBES, Sunday

Proprietor··

tiKOROK M. ATWOOD.

week preparing for tbe
Frank Billings hie moved hhtoUj
to South Parle, the
jccapied baring been eold to Mr. Blaae.
Nelson will close hie engagement
with the Citizen April lit.
H. N. Upton has returned from a trip
to Washington, D. C.
Rov Thurston has returned from a trip
to Utah in company with his uncle, Y.
A Thurston, of Andover.
Lee Thurston and family have gone to

THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAR. 29,1910.

ATWOOD

Bethel.
I
The children bare been buiy the P**4

R'yer·
^
used

their new home on Ellis

Miss Susie Chase, who was operated
upon for appendicitis at the Central
Maine Hospital last week, Is making
good recovery and expects to return
home in about a week.
Mrs. George M. Atwood is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Clayton K. Brooks, in Cambridge, Mass., for a few days.
Woik has commenced on the ereefci' η
of the new Union Garage, which is being
built for Newton Cummings, near the
Union House.
Tbe auroral display of Sunday eveninn was one of the most brilliant ever
seen here and attracted considerable attention.
Elmer Stiles and family of Bethel have
moved into the house of Fred W. Shaw.
Mr. Stiles will work for A. M. Daniels
during the season.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Ripley gave a whist
party last Tuesday evening.
Miss Florence Cummings of Norway
£. F.
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Shaw over Sunday.
Mrs. Caroline P. Harlow, who has
been spending a vacation in Massachusetts arrives home Monday afternoon.
W. L. Perham is expected here this
week to make arrangements for quite extensive repairs to be made on the Perham house this season.
Arthur Cole has bargained for the
purchase of the Verne Webber farm in
Oxford.

Wheels are moetly
Editor Bowler and

son

Charles Boland, the ten month· old
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Kimball, died
Wednesday afternoon. The child had
been ill for several weeks, but the end
•on

came
were

unexpectedly.

Funeral

services
at 1:30 p.

held at the house Friday
Rev. Setb Benson officiating.
S. M. Sbedd of Haverhill, Maui., is
visiting bis oncle, Levi Shedd. Mr.
Sbedd is a zealous evangelist. He spoke
at the Methodist church Thursday evening and at the Baptist cburch Sunday
m

evening.

Tbe annual business

meeting

of tbe

will be held in Good
] Universalist parish
at
Ernest ηeturioed , Will Hall Tuesday evening, March 29,

^e

viHag

"Higbee
7:30. The ladies serve supper to all presented
house Friday evening
members of the parish from 6 o'clock to vard" to a good
of characters:
cast
the
with
following
Mrs. F. E. Hanscom reUirowi 7 P. m.
Don Wlthlngton.
BosMrs. H. R. Tuell, who is recovering Wateon W. Higbee.
in
vacation
week's
a
from
Monday
Ralph Harrett.
Hon. V. D. Wlthrow.
from a severe illness, wishes to thank I.orln Higbee,
Harold Gerrleh.
and letters of Theodore Dairymple,
Gay Allen.
John Allen and children have re- the friends who by words
St'jrer Cole.
sympathy, beautiful flowers and their Higgles,
turned from Stoneham.
Julia Glle
to bright- Nancy wlthrow,
Amy Turner.
The spring term of Gould Academy many kindnesses have helped
Madge Cummlnge,
She
Eastman.
of
hours
Esther
the
suffering.
en
Mrs. Ballon,
weary
will open Tuesday, March 29.
Ellen Cole.
would especially tbank Dr. and Mrs. Mrs. Malvlna Mlddlgrew,
M,M Bell.
Wheeler for their kind ministrations, A dance followed the play.
wbich have been so helpful and so freely
Dr. E. J. Marston has engaged the
Saturday

from

PaproT.°»nd

a

two

weeks

β

y

Causes 95 per cent of

But Bethel.
Rich of Berlin, Ν. H.,
Robert
Master
Emery Jordan is aick with pneumonia.
e short vacation with Mr,
An alarm of fire was aonnded Thurs- ia spending
Mrs. A. M. Bean.
day afternoon for a fire at the home of and
Mr. David Gaw of Cambridge, Mass,
E. O. Cole on High Street. The fire waa
was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bart·
extinguished before the arrival of the lett
a few days last week.
cause was an overThe
apparatus.
Mr. 0. E. Jones has returned home
heated chimney. Damage slight.
from Colebrook, Ν. H., where he has
Alfred Cole is improving slowly.
six months.
Chas. Gray has moved from his rent on been working the past
Miss Bertha Cole has gone to West
house
Qerrish
D.
J.
the
to
Street
Higtf
Bethel to work for Whitten <fc Dennison.
en Depot Street.
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. 8anborn and chilMr. and Mrs. A. F. Warren were at
dren of Grover Hill spent a few days last
James Young's Thursday and Friday.
Mr. Sanborn's parents, Mr.
Mrs. R. L. Record returned from a week with
and Mrs. C. M. Kimball.
two weeks1 visit in Boston.
Miss Mildred Chapman was the guest
The senior class of the high school
of Har- of Miss Edna Bartlett last week.
the drama

Backfltld.

West nuls.

Diseases.
Advice Concerning: Stomach

Troubles and How to
Remedy Them.
Do not neglect indigeation which lead·
to all sort· of ill· and complication·. An
eminent doctor once aaid that ninetyfive per cent of all the ill· of the human
have their origin in a disordered

Don't

I

We have just opened another case of new Ginghams.
physician who made a specialty of Beautiful
patterns and colors, 10 and 12 l-2c.
stomach trouble·, particularly dyapep•ia, after years of stndy perfected the
formula from which Rexall Dyspepsia
Remember we have good unbleached cotton, 36 in. for

stomach.
A

Tablets

are

made.

Our experience with Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablet· leads ue to believe them to b«*
the greatest remedy known for the relief of acute indigestion and chronic
dyspepaia. Their ingredient· are soothing and healing to the infiamed membrane· of the stomach.
Tbey are rich
in pepsin, one of the greatest digestive
The relief
aids known to medicine.
they afford is almost immediate. Their
use with persistency and regularity for

Two serions accidents in this village
within a week. While Master Earle
Johnson was playing with a revolver it
exploded. One bullet lodged in the top
of his foot and it is still there. To-day
Mrs. R. Llnscott accidentally hurt her
Dr.
eye, with which she is suffering.
Pitch is attending her.
Charles Lane remains very low.

to.tlil

Suite for young and old. Suite for large and small.
delay looking them over for they are going fast

body

Brownfield.

t0Mrs.

NEW SUITS AND COATS

There is every indication they will be

7c, 40 in. for 8c.

higher.
We

are
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buying

the

new

Our

two weeks in Boston and New

things and

dressmaking

York

studying styles.

rooms

will be opened again

pleased

Tuesday.

to meet old
a short time brings about a cessation of
rent vacated by Chas. Gray and will
οίβΓ bestowed.
Dee. Josiah T. Steteon.
The W C. T. U. sent an Baiter oner
6th, when Miss Z. S. Prince will be
the pains caused by stomach disorders.
A fair sized audience was present to move after repairs have been made.
eggs and jellies to the
East Sumneb, Mar. 24, '10.
yours,
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablet· will insure and new patrons.
Miss Iva Gardner and Miss Alice
flower mission of the Boston W. C. T. U. see the two-act comedy, "Our Church
Passed away on Sunday, Mar. 20. He healthy
where
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Friday.
you
try
was a good
middle intervalb.
Misses Mildred and Helen Shaw aro at C. Eaton officiating. There
Paris. There were many local hits amusdo not give you entire satisfaction, we
memand
attendance of friends, relatives
There home for the Easter vacation.
will return you the money yon paid us for
Mrs. Lewis Bryant of Foxcroft is a ing to those who enjoy them.
of which he was
was a piano duet by Mies Young and
Mrs. H. H. Nulty has been eeriously bers of Union Grange,
without question or formality.
them,
guest with relatives here at the house
was
Dea, Steteon
Miss Tuell and singing by Leona Mars- ill for the past week, but is now able to a charter member.
come in three sizes, prices25 cents,
They
Coming Events.
u( Wm. Farwell and family.
for
received a be about.
widely known and greatly respected
Remember you cm
50 cents and f 1 00.
Mrs. Geo. Tirrell from Foxcroft is ton and Maud Tuell, which
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Qreenwood.
Rexall Store. Γ. A. Shnrtleff & Co.
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Our little Blanche has fine sport on afternoon and the excellent supper
State Highway Commissioner, South Parts.
friend of every worthy moral cause. He
ed from 6 o'clock to 7:30 received good
To all appearance sleighing will soon
the crust these lovely spring:
died
who
devoted
wife,
bis
and
faithful,
Walter Lang of Milan, Ν. H., » with patronage. The proceeds were over $20 be a thing of the past; already the
Assurance
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22 years ago, reared four sons and three
Mrs. S. W. Dunham, who had been ill
is bare in places on the road, and
his old friends. Wm. Brownι and family.
ground
all living, who with the peoserious
of
a wagon passes by; the daughters,
London,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Brown of Bethel Πι» with the grippe, suffered a very
England.
occasionally
hi*
New Spring Press Goods.
but at this writing
ple generally will fondly cherish His
recently spent a day with her father, collapse last Tuesday,
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1909.
ponds now furnishing the best traveling memory
A Κ Lag Kree.
and honor bis noble life.
her condition is considered more favor- for runners.
William Brown and family.
Cause* 95 Per Cent of Diseases.
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who was Stocks and Bondi,
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able.
Terrible Croup.
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The welcome notes of our loved Robin
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a
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Geo.
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return to bis farm. He has been unRoyal Exchange Assurance.
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are
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from
Mass.,
Charlie,
Templeton,
The fatherof the deceased,
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Falls, Vt., are with her.
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dollars in getting one of his horses disWhit·' Plvmouth Rock ► ggs.
war of 1812
making a visit to his sister, Mrs. A. E.
Mrs. Ε. E. Tueil is at West Sumner abled for the winter, by coming in con- Steteon, Jr., eerved in the
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Now >ults and Coats.
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same
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Kurd Automobiles.
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Ransom
places
Κ·'Γ Sale at :i Bargain.
Kalle Lindi is laid up for a time. He
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Mrs. Carroll Bacon was called to Port- 200 cords of birch, his son, D. R Cole, dent of Sumner, a worthy
Home for Sale.
Logging is closed up here and'spring
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for over a Unearned Premiums,
*ot kicked by a horse and had his leg
land Wednesday on account of the illness and hired man taking the strips to Bry- the Congregational church
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Miss Gertrude Curtis has been visiting he will have
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Elroy Dean has gone to Waterford on a
in 1832. For many years Dea. Stetson
out and ant's Pond.
of laths.
W. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agents,
visit to his son Henry and other rela- but now who can be sick? Go
and his wife rendered valuable aid in 13-15
Mrs. A. J. Bicker has been quite ill
South Paris, Maine.
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pure
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the church choir and his wife even sang
the Maker of all ns ore i for the past week, but is improving.
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home
her
is
at
PREVENT ONE AT RCMFORH.
If you haven't bought your pring
Annie
Stoehr
Miss
beautiful things, and sickness will not
be nearer his work moved into a vacated
Frank Lovering.
the alto part in the closing
Sabattus for the school vacation.
house near the mill, talcing his stock sustaining
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest T. Brooks and
words—
suit yet we can give you scire inMiss Alice Dunham is working at L. along with him, consisting in part of a hymn beginning with the
in the year 1862 or 1863are
There Are strikes at some of the mills little son, Chester, of Locke's Mills, have
My little boy, who is four years old,
"Guide Me, Ο Thou Great Jehovah."
M. Mann's.
On sev
small Hock of sheep. The other day be
has suffered a lot with croup.
of the International Paper Co., and been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs names on record in a school taugbt by
this
of
teresting
figures.
influences
worthy
Vinton Bridge of South Paris was a undertook to drive them back to their The good
eral occasions we thought he was gone.
officials of the labor unions are endeavor- J. Q Allen, also their brother and sis- one who was then Louisa Ellen Tackard,
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a
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time
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the"
fifteen
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home,
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you satisfact:'.. at
M amis Coffin, age 14.
and most of the new, I came home one
going a short distance
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at
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Prize Speaking
night
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well
as economy.
Dudley in Bucktield.
8. G rover, age li.
was
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evening. The traveling
minutes. Then Mr. Cole thought it
"The boy has the croup again—suppose
has been more or less disturbance there
A. Coffin, age 8.
Syrup making is going on quite briskly
but the warm, beautiful day made it best to continue some other way to
"More
get
Clarance Coffin, age li.
you get a bottle of Hyomei."
in this vicinity.
during the past few days.
there
so
to
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desirable for people
15,
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Rufus Holt, age 10.
Our suits are
his sheep home.
I said, "but we will circulate
Last Monday President John H. Malin
Harris Elliugwood is working at the
junk,"
Sam Holt, age 8.
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was a fair
fancy work,
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tinguished looking
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season to Mr. Morse of Waterford, and
I hastened to an all night drug store,
W. Fisher, 7.
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J. Wood, 5.
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Schneider of the International Brotherin
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M
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Mareton,
the
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His brother
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his job at Bryant's Pond.
In fifteen minhood of Papermakers arrived in RumM arietta
to young men was breathing easier.
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was sound asleep.
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Alice Hayes.
ford to organize the paper mill workers
March 21 there was born to the wife of
of
received good patronage. On account of
attending the preparatory schools
or
Stephen Hayee.
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so quickly it scared me.
there. Monday night they were waited Leroy J. Abbott a son.
cutting timber.
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The amount of game trapped since the Maine,
fifteen
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wishing
Mrs. Cad Dunham has been helping And under these names the following
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upon by a delegation of about
colof
a first-class suit, ail ! you
Colby
will
organizations in town the sale· were not snow began to settle, consis's of eight 1 terville, unoer the auspices
a child I hope will give Hyomei a trial.
citizens, who informed them that their care for S. W. Dunham and wife at West verse:
The contest has aroused unusual
as brisk as was hoped so there was an skunks and one woodchuck. The skunks lege.
"In books or work or healthful play
to see how ^ood
Wishing you the best of success,
will be
presence was undesirable, and that they Paris, who have been quite sick.
auction to close out tbe remaining were all caught from tb ree holes in the interest among the preparatory school
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a
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a
a
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LUCY CHASE late of Woodstock,
But a day Is always coming
but all unite in hoping that she
gift of Hon. W. H. Lyford, a prominent In the County
pinks. The opening prelude was a trom- impaired.
of Oxford, deceased, and given ;
under great pressure. Every effort is lage,
When the blr<:e go north again.
member of the New York bar and a bonds as the law directs. All peraons having
will return for a third term of school.
bone solo by Mr. Irish with Miss Lane at
It rather looks as thongh "Inquirer"
being made by the citizens to avert a
When the new leaves swell In the forest
It is expect- demands against the estate of said deceased are
tbe organ. Singing by choir, and solo was mistaken in
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Anil the grass springs green on the plain,
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d >ing well.
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Miss Marie Sawyer of Southwest HarCorrect shirts for every occasion. From the
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any reference to the word as it is spelled
Livermore Falls, but the situation calmSolon Macomber of Old Orchard has
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m Me, carried oat in the oue of the»
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money, lived obeap, and already many
of them have bought good farms, dieplacing native Americana. They are
learning our language, and the fifty dollar shaoks are being replaced by comfortable houses of wood or brick surrounded by neat fences. The women are
fast imitating their Yankee aiaters, and
the rode kerchief thrown over the bead
ia displaced, and already it la hard to distinguish the Ruaaian angel floating
gracefully along onr aidewalka from the
native variety.
Yes, the "melting-pot" is a proper
simile.
Hopefully yours,
Oliver Howard.
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Dress Goods !

PROBATE NOTICES.

penona Interacted In either of the Estate*
hereinafter
;
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·, 1b and
for the County of Oxford, ob the third Tuesday of
March, 1b the year of oar Lord ose thousand
nine hundred and tes.
The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Ohdkrbd :
That notice thereof be given to all penona Interested, by causing a copy of thla order to be
"lahed three weeks anoceealyely In the OxDemocrat, a aewapaper published at South
Parla, 1b said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Parla on
the third Tueaday of April, A. D. 1910, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.
Wilbur L·. Farrar late of Paris, deceased:
will and petlton for probate thereof presented
by Minnie B. Farrar, the executrix therein
To all
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are now
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Watervilli
Mit**
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Graffam late of Oxford, deceased;
an
over
Henry
Judge W. P. Jones was in Boston dm another letter I may give
will and petition for probate thereof and the
Col. Wm. T. Eustis of Portland was in
koa. η ing the week with his mother.
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appointment of Roscoe P. Staples as adminof the beet-sugar industry, but at tbi
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week.
last
(ew
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town
istrator with the will annexed presented by
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I so sickly a time since the season whe □
Charles P. Kimball Is doing a ver Y time
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describe
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ray object
Ann M. Graffam, widow.
sense
ma,le it* appearance I α good insurance business in Bethel.
M --. Mae Lyman of East Livermore is
sian worker· who have settled a portio:
Isabella Κ. Mlllett late of Oxford, deceased ;
the lgud o®*fly twenty years ago.
The season's work at the shoe factor 7 of Greeley known as "Little Ruseia.
ν siting at George M. Giles'.
first and final account presented for allowance
will commence about the middle u f Aoross the street from where I sit t
F,etcber received their ca
by John B. Robinson, administrator.
M'os Ma Dean is visiting relatives in
April or first of May.
their church where they have preacbinj
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auto®obJlea Saturday, an
Electra if. Brows late of Norway, deceased;
a few days.
for
Mass.,
Lynn,
S. B. and Z. S. Prince left for Bosto η in their own
κ
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OD «hibition m tb B
language, many of the peo
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.raydon Martin has gone to the state Prothmgbam
being as yet nnable to understan<
building, on Tine Street.
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school for the feeble minded.
Clark C. Bark late of Canton, deceased ; flrst
English.
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of
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large
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army. Some people say that
Ernest L. Packard of East Hebron and
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16.
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a
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day.
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Priday
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V. Starrett of Warren has been in
ford Chapter, No. 29, Wednesday even have had an opportunity to become acCard of Thanks.
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mometer running up to 72 in .
ity. This material bas a finish that is ty and rough character of higher priced a large assortment to select from.
for a few days in the interest of
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wish
extend
our heartfelt | John
to
We
late
of
Rumford, deceased; exquisite to the touch and always looks goods, it launders perfectly, nearly all
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Thompson
Maine Register.
There was a large attendance there have been times when property was
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and showing 7tf and 77 in the shade in banquet.
thanks to our neighbors and friends,
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of
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destroyed
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Mr. and Mrs. J. Arthur Colley
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\ndrews were with Mrs. Colley's
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a
creditor.
Dana
R.
Elliott,
Savings Bank corporation was held at fusal with the remark, "If I work Sun- us aid and
e in Cornish over Easter.
in all the wanted
in our sad
SERGE
FRENCH
39c.
loving
sympathy
Isaac W. Andrew· late of Woopstock, deThe great national game is once more the bank Monday evening. Directors day I go to hell."
bereavement, also Dr. Littlefield and
ceased ; will and petition for probate thereof shades, makes up pretty and holds its
Dainty for your summer wardrobe.
rge E. Buck, who has been serious- getting into shape.
elected were F. H. Noyés, C. L. HathaBat,, gloves,
SUESINK SILK, same width as above,
It is no uncommon thing to hear the assistant for his
efforts in his
presented by Frank R. Andrews aiid Alva M.
unceasing
v is taken to the hospital at Lewis59c No daintier or more beautiful fabric»
G.
L.
exhiA.
S. Kimball,
and the other paraphernalia are on
way, C. P. Ridlon,
almost universal European opinion that labor for onr loved one.
press when pleated, 36 Inch width
Andrews, the executors therein named.
47 l-2c.
are Curtis, F. W. Sanborn and H. F. An- we Americans are a nation of moneybition by the dealers, and the
lay afternoon for treatmeut.
have ever been worn, soft and silky, very
ADDISON E. HERR1CR, Judge of said Court. yard.
Mrs. Annie Wheeler and Children. |
PERSIAN LAWN, 30 Inches wide, 25c,
th" rai,road ,otypp°- drews. The board of directors organ- grubbers. One will see this denunciaA true copy—Attest :
39c.
office of Walter L. Gray has been
Mrs. H. M. Wheeler.
or
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ized as follows:
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red by the substitution of a double
PreeMent—A. S. Kimball.
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4 r
papers of many European countries, it
w for the single one in the inner
NOTICE.
FLAXON, queen of white goods, posvire-President—P, VV. Sanborn.
would be bard to believe that anywhere
Dr. George M. Whibley, osteopathic! The subscriber hereby gives notice that she 50c other widths and qualities, 50c, 75c,
roo:u.
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>d cooks the men are. For the even^
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I am told of a eick
nor their children.
ae assessors of the South Paris
You will be pleased with the Nobby, Rich
resigned
to
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will
go
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keeping. Mrs. Harnden
not be spared
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time
one
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The honor parte for the graduation
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went to the bouse and found the baby
fact that Ours are store* of real value. We believe in quality and
l'aria High School, awarded on the rank Saturday evening at Engine House Hall
H. Hayden and two daughters
until
Sealed proposals will be received
And not a
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of the students up to the close of the to act upon their resignations and choose of Haverhill were the
we give our cuetomer· the beet it is possible to procure.
guest» of hie moth- month
winter term, are,
ago a relative of mine was fined 12 o'clock noon April 18, 1910, (or the
valedictory, Mis» | successors, also to see if any different er, Mrs. Clara
Hayden,
Sunday.
The New Suits are in, so are the New
$56.75 for having a sore shouldered horee construction of a new stone church at
Gertrude A. Howard, salutatory, Miss arrangement will be made of the street
Mr. and Mrs. D. M. French and son
the
Geneva M. Young.
lights from Hicks Crossing to Norway are with friends in Worcester, Mass., for that an employee wa· working In
and
Plans
Me.
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Rain Coats and Top Coats.
specificaParis,
Colorado ha· eome
owner'· absence.
line. Àfter the warrants for the meetBy advice of the Worthy Master, Paris ing had been posted, it was realized that two weeks.
law· protecting animal· and tions can be seen at the office of Dr. Chas.
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invite
We
stringent
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Hersey Saunders is the new clerk at children.
.range will observe Saturday, Apr. 2d,f the
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and the date were the same as
place
look.
with memorial exercises for those of its
dry goods store^
I Often ta IK WHO tue nueeiau luou
that of the organization of the hose com- Smiley's
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Mr. and Airs, trans ueu reiurneu ιυ
"titmbers lust by death during the year,
A
about conditions in the Czar's empire.
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1:30
parents,
ing at the usual hour,
Russian army. Henry told me yesterfurnishes an accurate record of
probably not be long, it is thought that er, Monday.
η
that he was taken into the army at
household and general ex·
Next Friday is the day when, accord- tbe two will not seriously conflict if the
The annual meeting of the stockhold- day
and served Ave years. AlNorway.
CLOTHIERS.
South Paris.
|f
pentes. The returned check la
ai? to law, you must return to the corporation meeting is delayed a few ers of the Sanborn & Norway Shoe Shop the age of 21
tbe policy of the government is to
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always a good receipt for every
one pair
team
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Two
harness,
heavy
pair
I
send recruits as far from the place of
ir property, real and personal. That's
bill paid.
opening, say till 7:45.
The committee chosen at the annual
has been used one winter only; one oolt
t
their birth as pouible, so that there will
hat the law says. If you have any four
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one extra good
second
A very pleasant informal recital was town meeting to investigate the condihand;
harness,
be less incentive to desertion. Henry
per cent indnstrial bonds, don't forget
the pupils of Mrs. Cora S. tions under which a Carnegie library
rubber trimmed driving harness, second
was born north of St. Petersburg and
Of course it will re- given by
t.- include them.
March 24th. may be secured met Saturday and chose
hand.
evening,
Briggs
Thursday
was sent to the Caspian Sea region, and
luce the income from them to pay a 2
CLARKE'S HARNESS STORE,
The studio was tilled with the pupils Hon. John A. Roberts chairman and
soldier born In the latter place was
the
I or cent tax, but what are you going to mid their friends.
South Paris, Me.
Refreshments were George A. Brooke secretary. Sub-com18
sent 2,000 miles in another direction.
do about it?
served by seven young ladies. The fol- mittees were choseu as follows:
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as
every
wages
Henry was paid
On lot—John A. Roberts, Eugene K. Smith,
Mr. Silas M. Sbedd will relate his lowing programme was finely rendered:
HOBSE FOB SALE.
two months. Men in other departments
Horace G. Dlneraore.
Christian experience at the Methodist lo the Cloister
I hare for sale a bone eight year· old that 1·
92
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as
as
B.
F.
every two months.
Lange.
On correspondence— A. J. Stearns,
got
high
or double,
Mar.
30.
•ound and safe to drive or work
on Wednesday evening,
Marlon Gray.
Brailbury, George A. Brooke.
Upon hearing this some one remarked rcarles· of automobile· and allsingle
objecta. Safe
Heine.
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.
M
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wonder
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to
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Iva Merrill.
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how
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Lack.
When
ed
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Impromptu
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version is one of the remarkable tri -1 Pastorale,
said
and
everything
beseemed
surprised
a
Ken Trlbou.
PASTXJRAQE.
The annual meeting of the corporation was found him except shoe-blacking.
unipha of grace. He is now engaged in In Japan
Renanl.
ine mission work in Haverhill, Mass.
Mildred Curtis.
WANTED:—Stock to pasture for the coming I
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of feed
Intermezzo from Cavallerla Ituetlcana.
<>rne and hear him.
the bank Thursday afternoon, with a a year and these must be kept bright. A summer, either cattle or noreee. Plenty
Beatrice Swett.
and water. A fine pasture.
ALFRED M. DANIELS,
Wely. good number of the corporators present. soldier has no use for money. SupposMasons from Paris Monastery Bells
About twenty
Lillian Powers.
of 1370,071.92 are
Paris, Maine.
Total deposits
ing he has a rich father who sends bim IS-18
ie went to Norway Friday evening
Williams.
The Meadow Brook,
receives
shown by the report of the treasurer, a money. His superior officer
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>
>n.
There was work in the M. M. de- Ma<lrlgal
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over
Berenice Nash.
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gr^ and official visitation by D. D. G.
Record March,
Englemann. «10,870 57.
A Philadelphia
M. Ned I. Swan of Bryant's Pond
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Kddle and Howard Chick.
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from
:■ unber of visitors were
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Regard,
present
Daisy Chaseporators, caused by the death during the wants are looked after by the governJ-tferson Lodge at Bryant's Pond and rte Storm
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year of Frank A. Shurtleff, Linwood L. ment. If he has money he will drink
Crooked River Lodge at Bolster's Mills,
Azola Pike.
fill- vodka and also
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v.
few from other lodges, twelve On the Heather,
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in
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:e* being represented
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The Dying Poet,
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money will be awaiting him on
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speeches
your
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ed unanimously, the nine members beDality Chase.
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It is a regular
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smoked it call it
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a
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sy times bombarding brown-tail
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Stearns, Henry D. Hammond, James S.
nests for the past week.
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store-keeper looks to the government to glasses for the cure of EYE-STRAIN
The New Methodist Church.
*>:«■ very
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see
the
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me.
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fashion that
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as to whether
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not
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American Christians
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President—Ν. Dayton Roister.
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Secretary and Treasurer—George M. At wood
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weaves, styles and colorings in SPRING GOODS (imported
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while every piece is
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BLUE STORES.

LOVERS OF MUSIC
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will find perpetual pleasure
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No musician
but is

from
perfect pianos.
but admires them
interested in the price.
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A

Bargain.
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Vacuum Cleaner

j

of the Best Machines
We have
on the Market.
them in stock.
is

P.

Flag Free.

A

It's For You

attend-1

Shurtleff & Co.

F.

Shurtleff & Co.

good.

Do you
want

U.

ARE YOU SATISFIED
WITH YOUR STOMACH?

If

so

read on.

|

F.

F.

paid

SO Ceats

Large Bos

Â.

N.

Dayton Bolster Co.

Boys'Shoes That Wear
PARENTS

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Boys' $1.75.

PLUSH ROBE BARGAINS.
plush

plush

plush

James N. Favor,

■

ί

and your

Machine and do your
Buy
neighbors' cleaning.

$1.50

Shurtleff & Co.

$25.00.

We also rent them—$1.00 per day 10 cts. per
hour. No charge less than 50 cts. Call and
them.

arrangement.

grade single
plain
grade

....

Bunting

Flag, size 4x7 feet.
only

MI-OVA
Cures indigestion

good

Cotton

S.

one

Price

WE WILL GIVE WITH EACH
100 Cigars at $4.00,

one?

CO.,

NOYES

The American

TRUST COMPANY,

|

H.

complain

good

Ripper

rips

$1.50

good

Ε. N. SWEÏÏ SHOE CO.,

$1.73
$3
$9.00

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
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Puzzledom.
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Maple Delicacies.
Nowaday· maple sugar
t\"
No. 86&—Letter Chang··.
become a ecienoe, and It le onι y
By dropping tbe same letter change remotest rural district· ofthenorththai
a vessel into a dying animal; a gar- we iee the
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a
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form
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Into
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is no longer the "eugar bueb,
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common verb; a kind of ditcb into a "maple orchard," and the modern equip
metal epile·.
thick growth; a useful grain into a menu conaiet of eblnlng
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lands and spreading destructlou
MBHILE north and old
For six years these raids
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at
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g eonth
continued.
Throughout Arizona and
m M Ê
the
death gripe
New Mexico the savage Invaders car#
country at large
ried the horrors of murder, torture and
wW
was too engrossflame. Often the "braves" managed to
W W
ed In that tre·
to their reservaW W
mendoua etrug- slip back unpunished
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Jewelry Department.

At the head of this line you will find

LORD.

C.

A.

Practical Watchmaker ami Jeweler with

We do all
in

kinds of

goods

jewelry repairing.

make
eyes which 1 have discovered in the past few years
it possible for mo to give satisfaction to my customers and
Get Parmenter'e
tit eyes where others have failed to fit.

Satisfaction

and work.

glasses. Artificial human eyes matched and made to order.
Glasses of all styles; largest stock in Oxford County. Reading glasses, all kinds of colored glasses, opera glasses,

Some of the best clocks and

watches that money can
Small jewelry of the best
Genuine Maine gems.
makes. Fountain pens. Ô00 regular $1 00 alarm clocks

buy.

compasses.

65 cents each.

people have become customers of oars during the past year. Unsatisfactory goods or prices
no
perhaps. Once the value of our goods and workmanship are fully realized there was
at any other store.
questiou about their becoming regular customers. It would be simply throwing money away to buy
knock
Oue way to measure your success is by the earnestness with which your competitor knocke your business. Every
It's astonishing bow many
elsewhere sent them here first,

is

boost for the other fellow.

a

Norway,

notice.

My

store

and

goods

are

sanitary.

prepared

to get out

glasses

on
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Apaches. The general's former prowess against them had given the Indian·?

certain respect for him. By consummate tact and diplomacy Crook persuaded one-fourth of the -lnsurgentsabout Ι.δθσ-to go back to their reservation and to live there as farmers or
in other harmless pursuits. Under his
teachings they even became self supa

porting.

of the martial
too used to pillage and
adventure to take up quieter pursuits.
Under the wily chief Geronimo one
branch of them continued their depreCrook
dations.
again and again
"rounded them up" and drove them to
But

Jurn

«£»£·

of tiny rolls.

name.

M.k«

a

bl.cmt,

doueh in the same manner as given
above, and just before rolling out stir in
maple
one cupful of finely chopped

2. Separate the sail of a windmill
and make currents of air and to bt
sick.
3 Separate implements used in fireplaces and make a conjunction and

Zar

roll out in a sheet about half an

short

bike in a quick oven. Serve warm or
tl>Baked apples are very nice when serv-

5. Separate several and make a heavenly body and arid.
6. Separate the middle name of a famous English novelist and make tc

ed with currant

jelly

and

maple

sauce.

BIRTHDAY

GIFTS:

man. woman or child who had tlie unspeakably bad fortune to fall Into their
hands. By the time government troops
from the nearest army post could be
rushed to the scene of slaughter the
Indians were usually safe In their In-

For the first few months of the up-

rising Uncle Sam's soldiers managed
to curb. In a measure, these atrocities,
and the work of settling the new land

ofr°°lfive

—

Wool
to close out o«.M
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"L F." Atwood's

Carpets

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

cream.

Medicine
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Λ
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large bottle 35 cts. Writ· for liberal (ample to

L. F." MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me.
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Eucb picture stuuds for a word
There are as many letters lu the wore'
as there are numbers attached to eact
symbol. When correctly guessed auc
arranged iu numerical order they wll
spell a sentence.

THE GREATEST HILL CLIMBERS IN MAINE

Enigma and Solution.
1 am composed of 7 letters. My 2 Is
an ludetinlte article. My β. 4. 3 is what
a soldier should uever do. My 1. Γ». 7 It
the name of α bird. The whole Is out
of 12.

MAINE

Solution.—A.
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Copyright» Ac.
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free
quickly
<
U>^.i.hu
G
tavetitii'fi is probably patentablei Cummnnlcv
tlona strict lycoiifldentlal. HA's'JBCOX on Patent*
tent free. i>l<leet apency for sot-urm* patenta.
l'aient· taken turouûh M mm à Co. r*e«l?«
tjHcuxi isotk*. without cnatye. Id th·
ascertain our opinion

Scientific HmciKan.

cirA handenmely Illustrated weekly. I-at*est
culation of any scientific tournai. Terms. >3 a
rear : four months, IL bold by all newsdealer·.

MUNN&Co ^3(1 Broadway.

Y()f|(

Branch Office. SSS F Hu. Waahtn*ton. D. C-

HILLS,

PORTLAND, ME.

NORWAY,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings «JL

High Grade Portrait Work
in

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guarantees

1. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood λ Forte· South Parte.

lem.
No. 859.—Puzzle Sum: Maintop plus
pane, minus top. minus pun. equals

OVERHAULED AND PAINTED

CAN BE SEEN AT OUR GARAGE, 58 FORE STREET

tnalne.

No. 800.—Hidden Celebrities: Lincoln.
Gladstone, Poe, Holmes. Tennyson.
Mendelssohn. McCormlck. Darwin.
No. 861.-Riddle: A belt.
No. 8C2.-Progressive Enigmas: 1. In
herlt. In lier It. 2. neat her. heather

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

in

grip

of your old enemy.

be driven out of the tender, Inflamed membranes. The fits of sneezing
will cease and the discharge, as offensive to others as to yourself, will be
stopped when the causes that produce
it are removed.
Cleanlintas, comfon
And renewed health by the u*e of Cream
Balm. Sold by all druggists for 50 cents,
or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street
New Turk.
soreness

CO.,

South Paris.

Keep

4. Understood, un-

Shake off the

W. J. WHEELER &

PLEASE

3. Cat nip. catnip.
der. t»t«»od.

Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely's Cream
Balm. Then will all the swelling and
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and Pictures,

Suspenders.
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States: 1. Ithaca. 2. St. Augustine. 3
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Rome. 10. Paris. 11. Albany. 12. Sa-

Prices $400-$600-$900-$1200-$1800
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No. R5H.—Charades: 1. Opera, glassopera glass. 2. Care, away-caraway.
No. 857.—Angrams: (Articles of men'»
apparel). 1. Overcoats. 2. Pantaloons
5. New4. Waistcoat.
3. Trousers.
markets. G. Neckties. 7. Raglan. 8

PEERLESS TONNEAU
CORBIN TONNEAU
KNOX SPORTABOUT
RUNABOUT
TOLEDO
POPE
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M Prices m Oxlord Geunty.
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Puzzledom.
No. 855.—Novel Acrostic: Washing
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with thick sweet
slices of brown and

paste
on

one'[°"rlhf

MIND!

one-fourth

chocolate,

yolk of one egg, one-half cupful of shaved maple sugar, and one-half cupful of

milk into the double boiler, and cook
until thick and smooth. Cream one cupful of fine maple sugar with one-half
cupful of butter, then add one cupful of
milk with one teaepoonful of soda, one
of vanilla, two cupfuls of sifted flour,
last the chocolate. Tut together with

maple filling.
Another dainty maple

sweet is in the
form of croquettes made from rice and
served with a delicious maple accompaniment. Pick over and wash one-half cupful of rice; put into the double boiler
with one small teaepoonful of salt and
Re
one pint of milk; cook until soft.
move from the fire and add one teaepoonful of butter, two tablespoonfuls
of chopped maple sugar, and the beaten
whites of two eggs. When cold, form
into balls, pressiug one-half English
walnut meat in the centre of each. Dip
in beaten egg, then in tint· bread crumbs,
and fry in deep fat; drain, and roll each
one in powdered sugar; decorate with
candied cbirries or waluut meats, and
pile in tbo centre of a serving dish. Put
one cup of milk into the double b< iler
with one cup of finely shaved maple
sugar, and when the sugar is melted heat
until boiling hot. Beat the yolks of the
eggs until light, then pour gradually the
hot syrup over them; return to the fire
and cook until .creamy. Turn into a
pitcher and serve with tho croquettes.
Maple ice cream served in popcorn
baskets makes a dainty and novel dessert for a children's party. For the
cream, heat in the double boiler one
quart of rich, sweet milk until boiling
hot. Mix one cupful of finely shaved
or chopped maple sugar with two tablespoonfuls of arrowroot, a speck of salt,
and one-half cupful of milk, then add
gradually to the hot milk and cook ten
Beat
minutes, stirring occasionally.
three eggs until light, and pour the hot
mixture over them, return to the fire and
cook until the eggs set; removo from the
fire and cool. When cold add one teaspoonful of maple flavoring and one pint
of cream whipped stiff. Turn into a
freezer and freeze.
For the popcorn baskets boil one or
two cnps of maple syrup, according to
the amount of corn used, until thick,
then stir in freehly popped corn; whon
nearly cold form into baskets. Tho
lower part of a tumbler, buttered, may
be used on which to mould the little
When quite cold they are
baskets.
easily slipped off of it.—Harper's Bazar.

Woiaey

in oar lines Rive ue a call.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass,
Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

Putty, Nails,

filler,

j

Booflng—The

Supplies—We

j

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

get

I

Sill.
So ended the Apache warm.

Racing With
Hobbyhorses.

tory campaign
against the west-

Blow as you desire.
It Is useless to describe the constru··
tlon of the îiobbyhorse. for the pletur
l'h
shows exactly how It Is made,
riders pet astride of It. as the plctur.

as

Indians.

ArACHE

Apaches lu Arizona
a freer baud than his

beeu, for the war delast so far succeeded
overcoming the influence of the
partjr" as to proceed to more

J
I

earth!"

The whole country awaited eagerly
the result of this bold command.

War.

Crook's Campaigns.
Paywjn Terhune

I EN
General
Crook sent the
warring Arizona
Apaches the ultimatum to return peaceably to
their reservations or "be wiped from tlie face
of the earth," the
chiefs deemed
the message ouly
aimone
more
less move in the
go verument's
plan of delay and
they paid no heed

tip to the lonjç established Willi;.η
Tell standard ia every respect.
Ask any expert. He will tell you that

enough

the whitest—most delicious bread—t .·;
lightest biscuits, the kind that melt ia
from the fl«ur f
your mouth—are made
this wheat. That's the only kind tha
goes into

Glory is. after all. the thing which

has the best chance of not

gether vanity.—Renan.

being

alto-

—

William Tel!

$1,000,000

by

For Sale

N. D. Bolster Co.

TO FIGHT
A WORM !

kill™· couch
CURE

mo

LUNCS

THC

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FOR CSlSÎ18

AMD ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
flTTAtt.AKTEED SATISFACTORY
OS XOVST BXFUNDXD.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Many

of stomach troubles, blood im-

.·.
CImbki uid Ueutift* th«
PrornutM » loiiunnl fro»·.
Never Tail» to Heitore .iriy
Hair to lta Youthful Cr
Curat tealp d.Mifi * ù» τ t. -ι
100*1 I>ru{T»u

poverishment and general debility
and weakness are caused by Worms.
Dr. John F. True of Auburn, Me.,
was fifty yea· s in advance of his time
RAILWAY
He recognized this in 1851 and gave
SYSTEM
to the world Dr. True's Elixir, which
LOW FARES FROM
Worms.
positively Expels
Whenever a laxative is needed, SOUTH
PARIS, ME.,
TO
Dr. True's Elixir should be taken.
It is not only The Best Tonic Laxa- PACIFIC COAST POINTS, «re.
IPPICT
IN
tive ever devised, but it absolutely
from
life
all
animal
to
28
Feb.
14, iqio
(worms)
expels
Worms cannot exist To Seattle. Victoria, Vancouver. Portltnd.
the system.
Nelson, Kobson, Spokane, Ί acorn», San
where Dr. True's Elixir is taken.
Francisco, Lus Angeles. Etc.,
Instead of pills, syrups, or carthar$53.45.
tic tablets, why not take Dr. True's
also offered
Proportionately low rates areMontana
md
Elixir? It fulfills everything that is to
Colorado, Texas, Mexico,
asked of a laxative and also insures many other Western Points.
TOURIST 8LEEPING CARS
the expulsion from your system of all
leave Montreal Mondays, Wednesdays an I Friexists
if
animal
Ht 10:30 P. Μ for the accommodation of »·
life,
any
days
pernicious
Mtttn hoMlnir irst or second elaaa tkktU to
there.
and West thereof as far aa the Pacific

April

especially, are frequently
sickly, peevish j n J fretful from no
Children,

Chicago
ν
Coast. Nominal charae Is made for berths,
may be reserved In advance.
In
For fares, time tables, maps and reiiv
formation, write
\(>
U. A. DORAS', Agt.G.T. Ry.,South Par'·

other cause than woims. Dr. Τruo's
Elixir makes them healthy, strong
and well.
Dutchess Fire insurance
Many a man finds himself listless
Poughkeepsle, Ν. Y.
know
does
not
and without energy ;
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 190».
Canwhat is the matter with him
$
Real Estate,
not seem to put any force into the Mortgage Loans
and
Rond*
Stock*
A
few
vim.
no
day's work ; has
Ca^b in Office ami Ranks
Agents' Balance*
days' treatment with Dr. True's Interest
and Rents
Elixir will correct these conditions.
$

Gross Assets
Deduct items not a>lmltted,.

ASSESSORS' NOTICE.

Co.,

où
«
,1/7· '8
4 ·' Τ
ΙΤΪίί
; χ>
•v,

6^,-.'.'

»

6*4,.>4 5 il

$
Admitted Assets,
The Assessors of the Town of l'art* hereby
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1»».
give notice to nil persons liable to taxation In
said town, that they will lie In session at the Set
44
$
Unpaid Losses
.VU
Assc'Sors'Office In South Paris, In said Town, Unearned Premiums,
S *
on the fli>t «lay of April, at 10 Α. X. till 4 P. M
All other Liabilities
for th < purpose of receiving lUti of the poll* Cash Capital
and <-tut- « taxable In said town.
137.
Surplus over all Liabilities,
All auch persons are hereby notified to make
Assessors true end perfect Total Liabilities and Surplus,
« m I bring to said
6H,.'>♦■
$
llata of their pol s ami all tliclr estâtes, real and
W. J. WIIEELER A CO Agentpersona), not by law exempt from taxitlon.
South Paris,
which they wero possessed of, or which they
held aa guardian, executor, administrator,
of
trustee or otherwise, on the first day
April,
1910, and be prepared to make oath to the truth
People's Water Company.
--

32
14
'i
"

<
ii

been

duly appointed administrator of the estate

JOSEPH I>OUUI,ASS, late of Porter,
In the County of Oxford, deceaae·*, and given
bond* aa the law directs. All iicrsons having
demands against the estate of said dec ased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
GEORGE E. DAVIS.
March 15th, 1910.

ASSETS, DEC. 31,
Mortgage Loan»,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and Bomts,

φ

II"
<·

<

Ca-h In Office ami H..nk
Pentiums In Proce-sof Cuilectlon,..

»

.'w"

Agent*' Relances

Intercut ami

Rent»,....

.......

Gross Assets,..............
Deduct Item» not admitted,

Admitted Assets,
LIABILITIES

φ

1'

...

$

<

67.

DEC. 31, 1909.
37.
..$

Furnished House on Paris Hill for the coming Net
Unpaid Losses,
summer. Ten rooms and iwo bath rooms, hot Unearned Premium*,....
125.
J
and cold wat'T, hard wood floors throughout, Allother Llabllltlea
a,
ami
furnace.
Second
«tory platza, Caali Capital
opeii Area
'AX),o·
■'
One views. Table I oard may be obtained within
Llaldlltlea
ivJ,4
all
«ver
Surplui
Golf and (enids near.
very short distance.
Thl« house was formerly known as the Forben Total Llabl title» and Surplus
$ β;.',Τ t«
place and has been entirely remodeled.
It A LP II A. CURTIS, Agent,
Address, CHARLES K. CASE.
Rumford, Maine
7β William St., New York.
lltf
Excellent territory open throughout New Κ
Or WAfTKK L. Ghat, South l'a I*, Me.
Our
land.
give real Inaurance. t..r
terms are
Kor particulars apply to
■

stern burden was:
"Return peaceably to your reservations or be wiped from the face of tbe

By

la

—London Sketch.

...

drastic measures tliau any heretofore
tried. And Crook, of all men. was
probably best fitted to carry these
measures to a successful end.
His first move was to send the various Apache chiefs a message whose

Aib«(t

glze, old spurt. Five years

For Rent.

"peace

XLVI.-Apache

No Glutton.
The Unsuccessful Counsel—I'm very
•orry I couij not do more for you, my
Don't apolo
man. The Prisoner—Ho!

No doubt you once had a Lobby burse, of the same
W hen estate* of persons deceased have been
and rode It, too, rockiug backward and
ANNUAL MKKTINti.
divided during the past yeur, or have changed
forward, trotting, galloping and even hands from any cause, the executor, admlnlsare
tratoror
oilier
Interested,
hereby
'-g
jumping fenc es and dashing mad h warned to give persons
Notice tu hereby given that the annual 11
notice of such change, aid in
«η
for the el
across country—all in imagination.
•lefau'tof such notice will lie held under the of the People's Water Companyand the transa*
for
the
of
officers
year
ensuing
to pay the tux asseesed although such
law
»
on
race
e
could
Τ
business that may
Suppose you really
estate has been wholly distributed and paid tlon of anv other
Ικ-forc said meeting. will be heM at thi· ·>«.
hobbyhorse against some one else over.
1
'■'·
;
the Treasurer In South Pari· on Saturday.
Any person who ne/lcctsto comply with this
mounted In the same way. Well, you
at lire o'clock r. u.
notice will be DOOMED to a tax according to i, lata,
G KO HUE M. ATWOOI»,
can, and your hobbyhorse will prance the laws of the State and be burred of the right
Secretary ami Τre»
or
County
kick up, buck, stumble and do a lot or to make application to the Asxessors
South l'aria, Maine, March h, l'.Mo.
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
bl->
with
such
list
unless he offers
application
very horsy things.
unable to offer it
This hobbyhorse has real, kicknbb and satlalhM them that he waa
at the time hereliv appointed.
North American
CHARI.ES W. BOWKF.R, )
legs, four of them, no tall at all. bui
Assessors.
WILLIAM C. STEARNS,
to make up for It two lively beads. I;
Insurance Co.,
Accident
FRANK A. FA BRA R,
)
can go at several gaits and is kiiu:
La
Salle Street,
317
It will never run away
and gentle.
NOTICE.
Chicago, 1111 no I ·.
o;
as
fast
has
he
notice
that
anbacrlbcr
The
and It will always go just
hereby kIvc*
19W.

strong part ever
since In the government's desul-

Hampton's Court Palace, which Cardibuilt and gave to bis royal
nal
anything
master, Henry VIII—though he never
had contemplated doing so until that
WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. WE SELL
monarch suggested it,—will have an
Eastertide celebration, as it appears, in
A novel way of serving ico cream for a
the shape of the restoration of the stone garden party at an al-fresco luncheon is
and
moat
in
over
the
built
1535,
bridge,
to use tiny little flower pots. Tee, truly
Builders'
oovered up when the moat was filled little earthen pots, new, of course. They
and the banks leveled. The bridge was can be lined with heavy paraffin paper if compromise. So
In uae as late as the time of Charles I, any one chooses, but these weren't, at to it
Linseed Oil,
Floor Faints,
House Paints,
and over It he brought bis bride, Henri, this
Varnishes,
Floor Dressing,
Learning through scouts that Crook
Barn Faints,
particular party. They were just
etta Maria, when he spent bis honey- boiled and dried. They were filled with
was reully massing troops for an exFloor Finish,
Turpentine, moon In Hampton Court. Later he chocolate
Boo! Paints,
ice cream, and In the top of
Brushes. spent some days there as a virtual prison- each was stuck a "tree.'1 The trees pedition against them, the Apaches
Liquid
Wagon Paints,
withdrew to their supposedly impreger of Parliament, and it Is recorded that were little
sprigs of thyme or box. The nable
Our puinta include Impervious, Ueath & Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.
stronghold at Tonto Basin and
be played tennis in the grounds the day little
was served on a dessert-plate,
pot
before he escaped to the Isle of Wight with a lace paper doyly for protecting waited for the storm to blow over.
and Carisbrooke castle. The bridge when the plate, bat the doyiy was quite hidden
Crook stormed the Apache defenses
best of all rooQngs. THE TIME TE8TED KINO. Don't
Pftroid
restored will be 50 feet long and its road- by leaves of rose geranium. The effect at Tonto Dasln. After a llerce battle
main
the
will
form
imitations.
and
25
feet
wide,
try
way
be carried the place by assault and
was oharming and was much admired.
entranoe to the plaoe, as when it was
forced its Indian defenders to surkind that lasts.
Screen Doors and Window Soreens—We make to order. The
built.
Do not slight the teakettle. It is one render.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened In.
Again tbe governmental policy of
was : of tbe hardest worked ntenslls of the
Intoxicated
muoh
A
man
Ac.
very
We sell wire screen clotb, spring hinges,
kitchen and we sometimes forget that it gentle dealing prevented the perma
taken to the police station.
attention than just a hasty nent ending of the savage uprisings.
"Why did you not bail him out?" in- needs more
Wheelbarrows—We have a few tiret olass wheelbarrows. Call and see them.
wiping with the dishcloth. Not only Instead of transporting tbe whole capa bystander of a friend.
quired
sell "Colombia Ignition Batteries" the !
"Bail him out?" exclaimed the other.1 keep it bright and shining on tbe oat- tive nution to some poiut whence
Telephones and Electrical
they
side, bat take the trouble to empty it could not return, the
best for automobiles and telephones.
"Why, you couldn't pump him out 1"
Apaches were orbefore eaob meal and fill with fresh
dered Into α "reservation" selected for
Miss Prim—I want a husband who water. To prevent the lime in the water
irom collecting on tbe bottom and j them ut San Curios. Ariz.
will be easily pleased.
Now. other Indian tribes were setMiai Grouoh—That's the kind you'll tides of the teakettle plaoe in it a few
do m mon marble*.
tled at Um ban Carlo* reaarvatlpo.
When in want of

packed off to Alabama and later,
to the number of 300. to Fort Sill.
Okla.. where the suvivors are still settled. Geronimo and some of his braves
were sent to Fort Pickens. Fla., and
thence as military prisoners to Fort

had ou<e commanded the cavalry of the Army
of the l'otomac,
he had re-entered the army as
lieutenant colonel lu 18151! and
hud ρ 11 y ed a

In

,oX,E;<EXCK·

were

without bringing
any adequate punishment the Apaches
waxed more daring and prospered
mlglitllv In their career of plunder aud
slaughter. They grew to have a profound contempt for the power of "the

lie was assigneri lu 1872 to
the task of put·
ting dowu the
and was allowed
predecessors had
partment had at

, s

until the tired, hungry fugitives were
cornered and captured. The prisoners

dreds
As time went ou

ern

WILLIAM

TELL FLOUR is
made from the finest
selected OHIO Red
President John W. Β rk
Wheat.
who personally inspects the whist
offered for this famous flour, hn- an
experience of 45 years at the business.
Every shipment of grain must omie

GRAND TRUNK

A. Miles took his place.
Miles chased the Apaches through
the mountains, giving them no rest,
never pausing for a day in his pursuit

cake: Cream
runful of butter with one cupful of
sugar, then add gradually the well-beaten
yolks of two eggs and one tea8P°0°f
vanilla extract. Sift two cupfuls of fl<>ur white father at Washington." as dipwith two teaspoonfuls of baklng powder lomats had tried to teach them to call
and a speck of salt; add to the first
the president of the United States.
mixture alternating with one-half cupfu
It was a situation that urgentlj
of milk ; lastly, fold In the stiffly beaten
And a man arose
called for a man.
whites of the eggs. Filltwolayertn
He was (Jeneral tieorge
and for the third tint the remainder a to meet it.
Crook, civil war veteran and an old
delicate rose color. For the fl
Mustered out of
two cupfuls of maple syrup till thicx, ! time Indian fighter.
to
on
cool a little, then pour gradually
the volunteer
of
two
whites
egg.. service, where
the stiffly beaten
cold. Mix with
Beat until nearly
he had risen to
chopped nuts.
the rank of maaeiicioup
υακη,
For anoiner
ym
mnyio
the beateo jor general and
cake of

J

Corner Main and Dsnforth Sts..

NORWAY,

Spread

WAtmaplerose

In all forme of indigestion, bilious conditions and constipation,
(•ver toO y furs of constant use have proved "L. F." a wonderful
remedy tor voids arising froui congested conditions. A dose now
and then will protect you.
Wuhtmm. M..
"Three generations in our family have used and are
using 'L. J·'.' Atwood's Medicine. H'e think it is fine."
MISS LUTTIK A. HOUSTON.
"
L. F." on the label.
Look for the big red letters

—

patterns an.' e'en··

then mix to u

Teiti/f to the Wonderful Result· of

\

the whole party escaped and went
back to the mountain fortresses. The
couutry at large raised a howl that
Crook had weakly allowed hlinyelf to
be duped into letting Geronimo slip
through his fingers. Crook in chagrin
asked to be removed. General Nelson

MAINE.

THREE GENERATIONS

in "Thé Amtriea» MiUtr.

hours.

cases

vation m the east,

-PARMENTER

A LOW PRICE

of falcon known as the wanflies from north Africa
falcon
dering
unbroken
to northern Germauy In one
eleven
flight, making the distance In

to infest the human intestines.

but stipulated that at the et;d «if two
to the
years they should be restored
To this CrooL
Arizona reservation.
agreed, and the Indians, under guan1.
set out for Fort Bowie, where the
formal arrangements were to be made.
On the way thither tieronlmo and

April 16,

NORWAY,

"The bread-makiae qualities of flc-r
du· entirely to the k^nd of wheat.
Nature rive· to wheat, and flour, all t.V;
Strength they possess."
R.James Αιιχβνλτη: y,
are

s;:ccies

species

S,I

In view
tiles."
jf Geronimo's
knowledge of all
these facts the
general demanded unconditional
Β u t
surrender.
held
Geronimo
out for terms. He
consented that
his tribe and himself be shipped
to α faro IT reser-

PlMap1e

Sale,

cr.i:ld keep it up. The whale struck
known to dive
by .a hari>o<>n has been
A
at the r.'.te of 300 yards a minute.

Where the Finest
Flour is Made

A million dollars has been contributed by John D. Rockfeller for
the extermination of the HookWorm.
Scientists have now proven that
cy.
Many Apaches had even gone over the pale anaemic condition and listto the government and were now fight
less inanition of hundreds of thouIng against their fellow countrymen. sands of Southern people is caused by
Crook could have
an intestinal worm.
crushed the reThe Hook-Worm is only one of
"hosmaining
of Worms that are known
fifty

b^

antUboiling

were

minute If it

of 4.300 feet In a

rj.ccd

a

needful to secure Geronimo.
The crafty old chief and the white
general at last met in conference.
Crook bad the Cliiricahuas at his mer-

Wipe and remove the cores from medlu
form and tranquillity.
But in 1801 the civil war
went on.
sized Urt apple·, and flU tb® °av
HERE ARE
line
and
of
kind
7. Separate a certain
with a spoonful of currant jelly. Put broke out. and most of the soldiers
THIRD GIFT.
into a porcelain baking dish with one hitherto quartered in the west were
make garments aud a cord.
SECOND GIFT.
FIRST GIFT.
n a
make pure cup'ul of boiling water »nd
and
bleached
8.
to
fare
railroad
Separate
have
to
rushed t<> the front, leaving the fron·
If
deget
pay
you
Select any article in the store and
If it is necessary to use the trolley cars
oven, basting every few minutes
quick
and
a masculine nickname.
more
tier unprotected.
or
worth
and
here
$10.00
buy
you
fr0®the
"move
as
our
tender
the
of
When
cent,
10
duct
price
perfectly
per
9. Separnte a musical term meaning
to get here and you buy a dollar's worth
Then It was that the Apaches swept
we will refund the railroad fare ae anoven and place carefully on a 8ervluK
rather slow and make a conjunction
an unchecked
Birthday Gift.
or more, we'll hand you back your trol
dish. In the meantime, put one CUP.'"1 ° over Arizona territory in
other Birthday Gift.
and a prefix meaning before.
Tomahawk and
and heat wave of bloodshed.
in
a
double
boiler,
manle
svrup
This applies to & gift at 2Cc or oue at
barometers all
Thermometers and
ley fare as another Birthday Gift.
10. Separate a town in England and
hot. Rub one tablespoon- fiaine marked their murderous course
Native Maine views,
sizes and prices.
$100.00.
make female servants and sound.
ful of arrowroot with four
Except for a few hundred settlers who
We
a little out of the way, you
are
Farmof
H.
hand painted by C.
Sawyer
We are a little out of the way, but it
11. Separate codfish cured in a par- butter, and add to the syrup. Cook live succeeded in finding refuge in Tucson,
the
apticular manner and make of a dark minutes, cool, and pour around
may ride without pay.
ington, Maine.
every white Inhabitant of Arizona was
pays to walk.
color and to augle.
slain or frlghteued out of the terriwholea
dainty,
junket makes
The first parts of the words separatThe once nourishing section besome dessert.
Auain thanking the public for making it possible for mo to succeed in building up a new Business in your midst against
Slightly sweeten and tory.
will when read In the order giver
ed
with one came a wilderness.
flavor
of
one
warm
milk;
quart
(•KK VT odds 1 will say give the public what they waut at a fair price and they are ready to back you up.
form an old fashioned adage of twe
A ten year period of carnage follow
teaspoonful of maple flavoring. Dissolve
lines relative to two of tbe months.
Tluie and again military expedione junket tablet in one tablespoonfu of
ed.
1910.
from March Î8 to
Remember the Date of this
cold water, then add to the warm milk. tions were planned against the ma·
Great Birthday Gift Sale Huns for 30 days only.—It costs you nothing to come to Norway to buy your goods.
Pour Into glass serving dishes, and when i rauding savages, only to be blocked by
No. 868.—Code Rebus.
firm, set in the ice box and chill. Chop the pleas of soft hearted easterners,
*'f
one cupful of maple sugar »nd
i who. knowing nothing of the subject,
OPTICIAN
OPTOMETRIST—
cupful of blanched almonds together, believed that a policy of kindness
ami when ready to serve the junket,
! might win the affections of the warspead a layer on top of each dish.
AND JEWELER,
Maple sandwiches are nice served η ring Apaches and change their hate to
As a result of this experiment
lieu of cake with lemonade, cocoa, or love
tea.
Put one cupful of finely shaved In mildness about 1.000 white people
maple eugar through the meat chopper were murdered. This lint Included hunwith one cupful of blanchedI almond·
of women aud little children.

OUR

·μ*4·

measured speed
It
feet a second, which would give

But ever they manthe reservation.
aged to escape and start out on the
trail of bloodshed ouce more. Geronlmo was chief of the Chirl<-ahua tribe
of the Apache nation and was the
heart and soul of these Insurrections.
To stop the uprising Crook saw It was

£

?ar

majority

the

Apaches

inch thick; cut out with the biscuit-cutter, and brush oach with <"t"*0 of effg,
smooths.
make a crease through the centreiwith accessible mountain fastnesses or bad
4. Separate a name for the hawthorn the back of a knife, and fold one-half vanished somewhere across the prairie
Brush with egg and or desert.
over the other.
and make a month and to blossom.

in
1 wish to thank the public for making it possible for me to build a Bigger, Better, and Brighter business each year
assured
all
be
and
in
the
future
as
the
in
best
and
to
the
may
shall
endeavor
past,
services,
goods,
Maine, and I
give

of such, Regardless of what is said of me and my business.
I carry the best goods that money wdl buy, in all lines and at all times.
I grind and make all my glasses. Having installed a $000 machine one year ago am

MyAf
AsJ

j

In this end of the business the Optometrist, PARMENTER, the Optician,
Tbis Sale runs until Saturday, Apr. 16/10. will give bis personal attention to all eye
troubles and fitting glasses. I bave fitted
New methods in fitting
more than 30,000 eyes in 20 years.
to Δ. C. Lord

50 years experience.
It your watch will not run let it walk
who will make it run and give first-class time.

guaranteed

ly,

tion or otherwise eluded the government troops sent belatedly to the
harassed settlers' defense.
in the hope of checking these out1882 sent
rages the war department In
General Crook again to deal with the

v'/j

"oitenedtiÎht*

Optical Department.

GIFT SALE. »! Silt.

every
bucket·, and evaporator·, in
ρ reposition; tbe handle of a Joiner's
that facilitate. » pure, delio °a«ly
thing
India.
from
clotb
into
rough
plane
wholesome and inexpenelve ^weet that
can be utilised in numeroue daintiw».
No. 864.—Quaint Deletion.
Vermont maple waffle, are
V
Whole. I am an article essential to when served nicely buttered and pip g
the chief function of life. Delete my hot. To make them, soften one cupful
in three
M
gle to pay genersecond, and I am necessary to tbe civ- of finely shaved maple sugar
of flour
al heed to a new
ilized conduct of tbat function. Once cuns of milk. Sift one quart
•
y<rf
with two teaspooufuls of baking
"war" that had
more delete my second, aud 1 am an
rubin
ι*βπ
of
salt,
and one salUpoonful
sprung up In
article not only essential to life, but to
une tablespoonful of
what wae then
the chief fuuction of life. Behead me. Beat the
yolks of four eggs until light,
known as the far
end 1 am ι be past tense of the "chief ι ben add to the milk and sugar, and stir
west.
Curtail me. and I am a gradually into the flour; beat ιthoroughfunction."
®
Along the reand
of
me
whites
the
fold
in
Curtail
again,
you
preposition.
well
in
and part of
Bake
Arizona
beat
and
and
a
article
Including
certain
again
bare
remaining.
still
gion
dry,
greased aud heated waffle irons.
Texas were scattered a "savage Indian
Maple nut biscuits are especially nice nation known as the Apaches, numberNo. 865.—Easy Word 8quares.
served with fresh fruit, and
I.
ing about 10,000 in all. When that redainty sweet course for a luncheon.
the
À girl's name. A tract of land. Back Blanch one-half cupful of E°gl sh wal- gion had been Mexican territory
had been a thorn in Mexico s
meat
Apaches
the
A confined space.
aud
nut meats,
put through
first few years after
II.
chopper; mix with one cupful of finely side. But for the
the United States government annexed
Ρ
To approach. To leave out Vapor ehaved maple sugar, this may
through the chopper also. Sift one the district they gave comparatively
A girl's name.—Youth's Companion.
auart of flour with two teaspoonfuls of little trouble. Then as the west grew
baking powder and a little salt thre more thickly settled by men who hud
No. 866.—Anagram.
times, then add two tablespoonfuls of Kcnnt consideration for the natives the
Fairer than
April, whose upsprlnglng softened
butter, and sufficient sweetmilk inevitable clash came, Just us two cenblossoms
out baH
Vo make a soft dough
Are fathered by children for posies;
in New EngkDeid turies earlier It bad come
Fairer than May, with her tender preen the dough on a floured board,
had wanted the
tendrils;
lightly and quickly; roll out in » tb'n land when the pioneer
Hut the Apaches
aborigine's land.
Fairer than June with her roses.
sheet and cut out with a «™11 Wscu
Fair as a MERMAID IN SUN glinting
were decidedly different men from the
cutter; brush over the top.of each a
ocean.
tie white of egg, aud spread with a laye
earlv Indians of the eastern slates.
Fairer than dreams, the ideal.
Roll 0Qt,b0
ni the maple mixture.
horribly
bloodthirsty,
Treacherous,
sweet
a
Azure skies, fleecy clouds,
golden
maining dough and cut ont in
hazecruel, those modern savages bated the
the nrsi,
of
on
each
one
manner:
place
Then the world seems a paradise real.
white Invader and lu a comparatively
and stand the biscuits in a baking-pan,
were at war with blm.
not touch short time
do.
that
they
enough apart
No. 867.—Broken Words.
lu 1SIH» the entire Apache nation
of
the
Brush
the
top
during
baking.
Example: Separate things furnished each with white of egg and bake twenty went on the warpath. Their method
as food and make a small taste and minutes in a
of fighting was to dash unexpectedly
quick oven.
works at—Sup—piles.
Another delicious little maple con- from ambush aud mountain stronghold
1. Separate walked In regular ordei ceit, particularly tempting when served upon some caravan or village and torand make a mouth and a boy's nick for breakfast with the coffee, is made in ture. mutilate and kill every white

Pow^"

Gifts

Gifts

Uprising.

By Albert Pay*» Tehun·

delicts

«(Ι

under-1

Apache War-The

XLV

^

Free

N«iM

the
Borne of these tribe· the Apache·
The maximum speed acquired by
bated as fiercely ae they bated the, average person In swimming comfortwhite men. Tbey objected etrenuounly ably la thirty-nine Inches a second,
to being herded eide by aide with their while oarsmen In an eight oared boat
in a Féchereditary foes.
acquire α speed of 197 Inches
to
Crook, who had a wonderful
Skaters average from nine
ond.
standing of Indian character, might ten yards a second. The horse can
for a conhave hit upon a solution of thla dlfflgallop six miles in an hour
culty. But he was transferred to an- siderable length of time. The swiftother field of duty, and the men who est dog In the world, the borzoi, or
record
succeeded him were less tactful.
Russian wolfhound, has made
Accordingly war parties of the rui:s at the rate of seventy-five feet In
Apaches broke out of their reservation a second, while the gazelle has shown
time and again, going back to their
of more than eighty

|

„

Λ

policies
right.

how 10 i;ii>b τακ nonnrnuHSK.

shows, with knees above the crossbui
and elbows beneath it, grasping tin
body of the horse with their bands.
They may gallop or pace or trot
Make a hobbyhorse, get two of youi
friends to make one, and have κ race
It Is no end of fun, and two boys uia\
become so expert In the sport thin
they may defeat with eaee any novice*
who may race against them.

A Curious Barometer.
A curious barometer Is said to b«
used by the remnant of the Arauon
nian race which Inhabits the southern
most province of Chile. It consists of
the castoff shell of a crab. The dear,
shell is white In fair, dry weather, bui
the approach of a moist atmosphere Itindicated by the appearance of small
red spots.
As the moisture In the all
increases the shell becomes entirely
red and remains so throughout the

rainy

season.

A

big

bowl of

Quaker Oats
is the best dish
you

can serve.

Delicious and

W. L. DOUGLAS
*3.00,*3.50. *4.00

Economical and

strengthening.

EASTERN DEPARTMENT.
Liberty Street, New York City.

Notice.

& *5.00

TOWN OF PARIS.

SHOES

Every owner or breeder of a doc more tl'»n
four months old, «hall annually, before the Λ. ·t
cause It to be registered, number
day of
detcrlbeu and licensed for one year. In the
1
of the town clerk. In the town where the
I* kept, and shall keep around Ita neck a c.>. xr
marked with the owner's name a Ί

Best In to World,

April,

UNION
MADE

distinctly

Boys'

Whoever keeps s dog
Its registered number.
contrary to the foregoing provision shall
felt ten dollars, one-half of which shall κ<· to
rf
any complainant and one-half to the tree»
of the town, ami all dogs not license·! accor :<>'
to law shall forthwith lie killed.
WILLIAM J. WHEELER, Town Clerk
II I!
March

Shoos

$2.00
and

$2.5Ο

Parts,

14,1910.

Fut Color EytltU Uted

FOR SALE.

W. I. Douglas shoe· are the lowest
price, quality considered, in the world.
Their excellent style, easy fitting and
long wearing qualities excel those of
other makes. If you hare been paying
high prices for your shoes, the next time
you need a pair give W. L Douglas shoe·

farm, one mile out from the vlllsg*·
on telephone line. Scenery that fteds the ηι!»Ί,
soil that feeds the body. House, eU, she·) m l
bam connected. Spring that never falls. I'rt·«
11000 and no back talk.
Inquire of J. B. Mason, or the owner two
J.N. IRISH
miles below
10tf
Buckfleld, Me., March 3.1910.
A 40

a trial.
You can save money on your
footwear and get shoes that are just as
in every way as those that have
costing you higher prices.
If you could visit our large factories
at Brockton, Mas*, and see for yourself
how carefully W. L Douglas shoe· are
made, you would then understand why
they hold their shape, fit better and
wear longer than other makes.

At

—

WK8ALCST-

Plummer,

so. Pai-is.

|

FOR SALE.
SEED

POTATOES.

Uood, selected, World's fair and Carman potatoes from the crop that took tbe first-prise In I
the 1909 contest for larrext number or good,
merchantable potatoes raised on a tingle acre
These potatoes were
in the town of Parte.
thoroughly «prayed. They are good and strong,
white, mealy, line flavored and free from rust,
rot or blight.
Price seventy-five cents per bushel, caah with
the order. Delivered free at Sooth Pari·.
Address, ▲. L. ABBOTT,
Litf

Ltag Look Farm, Parts, Me.

For
a

Bargain.

Sale

One of the best small places In Parts.

CAUTION
W. I. Douglas name aid pries Is
(taiuped on the bottom to protect the wearer again·*
liltfti i>rl«"ee Kivt inferior «ho··». Take No Sahstl(■•ta·. If W. L Dnnflnssii <e* are not for sale In your
vMiltjr. write (or Uail Order Catalog. W.L. Dooilas,

J. F.

acre

Place

C·

nourishing

Good for all ages
and all conditions.

16

KlgM

fini hed and four unfinished rooms, pleni» of
closet room, good cellar, city and well wster,
good large girden spot, chance for 100 I or
several good bearing apple and p«ar tm"
Houae Is warm and pieaaant and in good 00·
lltlon, stable for two horrea, carriage room and
wood shed all under cover except hen house.
Close to and between two vlllagea, good cUh
to get work and to send children
l>ors. good
to school, electric car passes. This place <1 -*
Will sell or trade for a
to the fair rrounds.

place

rood small farm.
MRS. L. A. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Me

itf

A

new

Lot

The best of
of Plumbing Goods.
oak woodwork for closets. No oltl
goods. Call and see this line. JobNo
attended to.

bing promptly

charge

for

team.

L. AC. Loneley,
Maine.

Norway,

À

